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The research activity described in the present thesis is devoted to the design and 

development of porous bioactive ceramic materials and scaffolds addressed to the 

regeneration of bone tissue and was mainly carried out at the Institute of Science 

and Technology for Ceramics, belonging to the National Research Council of Italy 

(ISTEC-CNR), during my Ph.D. in Bioengineering. 

In the last decades the development of porous bioactive scaffolds for bone tissue 

engineering has become a major area of material science and biomedical research, 

including interdisciplinary approaches spanning from the field of chemistry, 

engineering, medicine and biology.   

Nowadays there is still a lack of effective therapies able to regenerate large bone 

defects, so that the development of implantable bioactive materials able to 

overcome the drawbacks related to the use of bone autografts and allografts is 

highly demanded. In fact, the currently used bio-inert devices (e.g. metallic 

devices) can merely provide a mechanical support without regenerating the 

damaged bone tissue often inducing adverse side effects while forcing the patient 

to frequent revision surgeries, with also relevant socio-economic impact. 

In this respect, the synthesis of artificial bioactive scaffolds able to mimic the 

compositional, morphological and mechanical features of bone is considered as the 

elective approach for effective tissue regeneration. 

The main aim of my work was the design and optimization of forming processes to 

produce bioactive ceramics implants as potential solution for the treatment of 

large and load-bearing bone defects, particularly in the field of cranio-maxillofacial, 

orthopaedic and spinal surgery. 

The main inorganic component of bone tissue is a calcium phosphate phase, with 

the structure of hydroxyapatite, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2. 

SUMMARY 
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Therefore, the elective materials to provide bone-mimicking scaffolds are calcium 

phosphates, mainly hydroxyapatite and tricalcium phosphates.  

The processing of these materials into 3-dimensional biomimetic structures with 

controlled porosity and adequate structural properties, would favour new bone 

formation, penetration and integration with the scaffold. 

Clinical application of synthetic materials is mainly hampered by the difficulty in 

achieving adequate reproducibility of the scaffold final performance, particularly if 

the treatment of large bone defects is demanded. Moreover, the size and shape of 

scaffolds for bone reconstruction should face specific anatomical requirements, so 

that flexible fabrication technologies are requested to tailor the chemistry and 

archictecture of the porous scaffolds in respect to specific applications in bone 

surgery. 

After a general introduction of bone tissue physiology and an overview on the 

analytical methods involved in the research (Chapter I and Chapter II, 

respectively), this thesis focuses on the preparation of macro-porous apatitic 

structures via a novel route based on the direct foaming of ceramic suspensions 

with high-energy planetary ball milling (Chapter III). This method, here used for 

the first time in the production of foamed ceramic suspensions, enabled a radical 

optimization of the production process significantly improving the final 

mechanical properties, thus opening to the development of large and complex-

shape porous scaffolds. Then, Chapter IV describes the preparation of robocasted 

3-D macroporous scaffolds for applications in orthopaedics, performed during my 

6-months stage at Imperial College London. In this respect, an extensive 

optimization of the rheology of colloidal inks based on bioactive β-tricalcium 

phosphate was carried out, pointing out a reliable formulation to obtain scaffolds 

with controlled architecture by the layer-by-layer deposition of ceramic material. 

Finally, Chapter V describes the synthesis and optimization of a novel bioactive 

calcium phosphate bone cement based on strontium-substituted apatite, here 

proposed for the first time in a formulation enriched with bio-erodible alginate, to 

improve cohesion and osteoconductivity. The optimization process enabled the 
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synthesis of fully injectable pastes, exhibiting also improved biologic performance, 

if compared with a commercial calcium phosphate cement.  

In the present thesis, the optimization of the various parameters significantly 

affecting the final properties of the described biomaterials was performed 

according to a Design of Experiment approach (DoE). In this way, the parameters 

were varied following rational combinations, leading to time and resources saving, 

while obtaining preliminary modeling equations of the processes. 
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1.1 The Human Skeleton 

Sitting, standing, walking and taking a breath are examples for daily acts involving 

our skeleton. Without a skeletal system, there would be no rigid framework to 

support the soft tissues of the body and no system of joints and levers to allow the 

body to move (Fig.1.1). 

 
Fig. 1.1 – The human skeleton (www.clipartof.com) 

 

The human skeleton is composed of 270 bones at birth, which decreases to 206 

bones by adulthood after some bones have fused together. 

Although the skeleton is usually thought of as only the rigid framework of the 

body, the bones provide: 1) structural support for the body, allowing movement 

and locomotion by providing levers for the muscles, 2) protection for vital internal 

organs from damage, 3) maintenance of mineral homeostasis and acid-base 

Chapter 1                     
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balance, 4) reservoirs of growth factors and cytokines and 5) the environment for 

hematopoiesis within the marrow spaces [1]. 

The bones can be classified according to the region of the skeleton they belong to, 

or their general shape. 

In the former case, the skeleton has been divided into two different regions: the 

axial skeleton, including the skull, the vertebral column and the rib cage, and the 

appendicular skeleton, which consists of the arms, pectoral girdles, legs and pelvic 

girdle. 

In the latter case, long bones, short bones, flat bones, and irregular bones have 

been classified. Long bones include the femur, humeri, clavicles, radii, ulnae, 

metacarpals, tibiae, fibulae, metatarsals, and phalanges. Short bones include the 

carpal and tarsal bones, patellae, and sesamoid bones. Flat bones include the skull, 

mandible, scapulae, sternum, and ribs. Irregular bones include the vertebrae, 

sacrum, coccyx, and hyoid bone.  

The typical macrostructure of bones is reported in Fig.1.2 and Fig.1.3, where a long 

bone has been chosen as a useful model. Each long bone consists of a central shaft, 

the diaphysis, and two ends, the so-called epiphysis. A thin layer of articular 

cartilage covers the epiphyses where the bone articulates with other bones 

(joints).  

 

 
Fig.1.2 – Structure of a long bone - Young long bone (the femur) showing the epiphysis, 

epiphyseal plates, and diaphysis (a), adult long bone with epiphyseal lines (b) (The McGraw-
Hill Companies, Inc.) 
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Fig.1.3 - Structure of a long bone - Internal features of a portion of the diaphysis (The McGraw-

Hill Companies, Inc.) 
 

1.2 The Bone Structure 

1.2.1 Bone Tissue 

The bone tissue is the major structural and supporting connective tissue of the 

body, composed of a tough organic matrix that is greatly strengthened by deposits 

of calcium salts. 

The crystalline salts deposited in the organic matrix of bone are composed 

principally of calcium and phosphate. The formula for the major crystalline salt, 

known as hydroxyapatite, is Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2. 

Average compact bone contains about 30 wt% matrix and 70 wt% salts. Newly 

formed bone may have a considerably higher percentage of matrix in relation to 

salts. 

The organic matrix of bone is 90-95% collagen fibers, while the remaining part is a 

homogeneous gelatinous medium called ground substance. The collagen fibers 
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extend primarily along the lines of tensional force, providing the bone with its 

powerful tensile strength. 

The ground substance is composed of extracellular fluid plus proteoglycans, 

especially chondroitin sulfate and hyaluronic acid. The precise function of each of 

these is not known, although they do help to control the deposition of the mineral 

phases. 

Each bone is composed of two main different bone types: the compact (or cortical) 

bone and the spongy (or trabecular) bone. Cortical bone is denser and surrounds 

the marrow space, whereas trabecular bone is composed of a honeycomblike 

network of trabecular plates and rods interspersed in the bone marrow 

compartment. Both cortical and trabecular bone are composed of osteons (Fig.1.4). 

 

 
 

Fig.1.4 – Histology of bone tissue (©John Wiley & Sons, Inc.) 
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The adult human skeleton is averagely composed of 80% cortical bone and 20% 

trabecular bone. However, different bones may have different cortical to trabecular 

bone ratio: for example, the vertebrae, the femoral heads and the femoral 

diaphysis are chacterized by a ratio equals to about 25:75, 50:50 and 95:5, 

respectively.  

The bone tissue is characterized by a hierarchical structure that ranges over 9-10 

orders of magnitude in length, from the molecular level to the bone structure 

(Fig.1.5).  

 
Fig.1.5 – Hierarchical structure of bone – Macroscale arrangements involve both 
compact/cortical bone at the surface and spongy/trabecular bone in the interior. 

 

The bone is composed of cells embedded in an extracellular matrix, which is an 

ordered network assembled from two major nanophases: collagen fibrils made 

from type-I collagen molecules (~300 nm long, ~1.5 nm in diameter) and 

hydroxyapatite nanocrystals (plate-shaped, 50 nm × 25 nm in size, 1.5–4 nm thick) 

distributed along the collagen fibrils. The hydroxyapatite nanocrystals are 

preferentially oriented with their c axis parallel to the collagen fibrils, and 

arranged in a periodic, staggered array along the fibrils [2]. These two nanophases 

make up about 95% of the dry weight of bone. The structures form a tough yet 

lightweight, adaptive, self-healing and multifunctional material. Bone derives its 

resistance to fracture with a multitude of deformation and toughening mechanisms 

operating at many size scales, ranging from the nanoscale structure of its protein 

molecules to the macroscopic physiological scale. 
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1.2.2 Bone Cells 

Bone tissue is continuously remodeled through the concerted actions of bone cells, 

which include osteogenic cells, osteoblasts, osteoclasts, osteocytes and bone-lining 

cells [3] (Fig.1.6). 

 
Fig.1.6 – Types of bone cells (Anatomy and Physiology, Martini, 2007) 

 
 

Osteoprogenitor cells 

The osteoprogenitor cells are stem cells derived from the embryonic mesenchymal 

tissue. They are found in the endosteum and the periosteum, and in the central 

canals of bones. The osteogenic cells are the only bone cells that divide, 

differentiating into osteoblasts which, in turn, are responsible for forming new 

bone. 

Osteoblasts 

Osteoblasts play a very important role in creating and maintaining skeletal 

architecture; these cells are responsible for the deposition of bone matrix and for 

osteoclasts regulation. Osteoblasts are mononuclear, not terminally differentiated, 

specialized cells [4]. When they are active, a large Golgi apparatus and an abundant 

rough endoplasmic reticulum is visible. In addition, osteoblasts form tight 

junctions with adjacent osteoblasts [5]. 

As they differentiate they acquire the ability to secrete bone matrix. Ultimately, 

some osteoblasts become trapped in their own bone matrix giving rise to 

osteocytes. 
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Osteoclasts 

Osteoclasts  are  multinucleated giant cells that differentiate from myeloid 

precursors under the influence of the cytokines  macrophage colony stimulating 

factor (MCSF) and  receptor activator of NF-kB ligand (RANKL) supplied by 

osteoblasts and/or osteocytes [6]. Osteoclasts degrade bone by the polarized 

secretion of proteolytic enzymes (e.g., cathepsin K) and acids, which hydrolyze and 

solubilize the organic and inorganic components of bone, respectively.  

Subsequent to the osteoclastic resorptive phase, coupling mechanisms promote 

the recruitment and differentiation of mesenchyme-derived osteoblast progenitors 

at the resorption lacunae. After these cells mature into osteoblasts, they line the 

eroded  bone surface and secrete the organic component of bone,  termed osteoid, 

which is mineralized over time by the incorporation of hydroxyapatite [7]. As 

osteoblasts secrete osteoid,  some cells are entrapped within the matrix where 

they  eventually become osteocytes. 

Osteocytes 

Osteocytes are the most abundant cells in bone; these cells communicate with each 

other and with the surrounding medium through extensions of their plasma 

membrane [8]. 

Osteocytes are embedded in osteons arranged concentrically around the Haversian 

canal. An osteocyte resides in a lacuna and connects to other osteocytes through its 

processes that extend through the cannaliculi. Mechanical loads on bone induce 

fluid flow in the canalicular space. 

Therefore, osteocytes are thought to act as mechanosensors, instructing 

osteoclasts where and when to resorb bone and osteoblasts where and when to 

form it [9]. 
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Fig.1.7 – Schematic of the anatomical locations of and mechanical loads experienced by 

osteocytes and osteoprogenitor cells [9]. 
 

Bone-lining cells 

Bone lining cells, or periosteal cells, are flattened in shape, with few cell organelles. 

These cells cover the surface of bones and are found to affect both the bone 

remodeling and the concentration of minerals in blood and bone tissues. It is 

observed that mechanical loading stimulates bone formation by reactivation of 

bone-lining cells to become active osteoblasts. Bone-lining cells occupy the 

majority of adult bone surface. They serve as an ion barrier separating fluids 

percolating through the osteocyte and lacunar canalicular system from the 

interstitial fluids. 

 

1.2.3 Bone Modeling and Remodeling 

The bone is a complex, living tissue that is constantly adapting to metabolic and 

structural demands. Because it is a mineralized tissue, all changes in external 

osseous form occur along vascularized periosteal surfaces via uncoupled anabolic 

and catabolic modeling events. Modeling changes the shape and size of bones in 

response to mechanical loading or wounding. On the other hand, remodeling is 
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turnover of bone that is related to bone maturation, skeletal maintenance, and 

mineral metabolism.  

Bone modeling activity is a mechanically mediated adaptive process supposed to 

be controlled by the peak strain of dynamic loading [10, 11] (Fig.1.8).  

 
Fig.1.8 – Frost’s mechanostat shows the relationship of dynamic loading and peak strain 

history to: atrophy, physiologic maintenance, hypertrophy, fatigue failure, and spontaneous 
fracture. R = resorption; F = formation [12]. 

 

Sensitive biomechanical feedback of anabolic and catabolic modeling is the 

mechanism of growth, adaptation and atrophy of the skeletal system. Disuse 

atrophy and overload hypertrophy are the means for sculpting bones and adapting 

their mass and orientation to optimally support functional loading. 

The bone remodeling begins early in fetal life, and once the skeleton is fully formed 

in young adults almost all of the metabolic activity is in this form. The bone 

remodeling cycle involves a series of highly regulated steps that depend on the 

interactions of two cell lineages, the mesenchymal osteoblastic lineage and the 

hematopoietic osteoclastic lineage (Fig.1.9). 
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Fig.1.9 – Bone remodeling process (©Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc, 2010) 

 
 

The initial activation stage, the resting state, involves the interaction of osteoclast 

and osteoblast precursor cells, thus leading to the differentiation, migration and 

fusion of the large multinucleated osteoclasts. These cells attach to the mineralized 

bone surface and initiate bone resorption. Osteoclastic resorption produces 

irregular scalloped cavities on the trabecular bone surface, called Howship 

lacunae, or cylindrical Haversian canals in cortical bone. Once the osteoclasts have 

completed their work of bone removal, there is a “reversal” phase during which 

mononuclear cells, which may be of the macrophage lineage, are seen on the bone 

surface. The events during this stage are not well understood, but they may involve 

further degradation of collagen, deposition of proteoglycans to form the so-called 

cement line, and release of growth factors to initiate the formation phase. During 

the final formation phase of the remodeling cycle, the cavity created by resorption 

can be completely filled in by successive layers of osteoblasts, which differentiate 

from their mesenchymal precursors and deposit a mineralizable matrix. 

1.3 Bone Tissue Engineering and calcium orthophosphates 

Bone tissue engineering is a multidisciplinary research area based on the 

understanding of bone structure, bone mechanics and tissue formation to induce 

new functional bone tissues. In other words, to successfully regenerate or repair 

bone, a precise knowledge of the bone biology and its development is essential. 
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Given the structural and metabolic functions of bones, skeletal defects often incur 

in considerable morbidity. Conventional medical strategies generally focus on 

preventing the causes of diseases; when it comes to repair of tissue defects elicited 

by the diseases, mostly rely on natural healing abilities of tissues, failing to cure 

irreversible tissue defects. In bone and cartilage, irreversible tissue defects are 

caused by aging, trauma, disease, tumors as well as developmental abnormalities. 

The role of Bone Tissue Engineering in the field of Regenerative Medicine has been 

the topic of substantial research over the past three decades. 

Three main pillars of bone tissue engineering were also identified (Fig. 1.10): a 

scaffold provides a structure for tissue growth, while cells produce the desired 

tissue under biochemical signaling able to affect their growth and phenotype. 

 

 
Fig.1.10 – Scheme of the three pillars of tissue engineering. To bring tissue engineering into 

reality, it is crucial to sufficiently advance and combine the three [13]. 
 

The calcium orthophosphates are chemical compounds of wide interest in many 

fields of science, including medicine [14], due to their abundance in nature and 

presence in living organisms.  

By definition, all calcium orthophosphates consist of three major chemical 

elements, calcium (oxidation state +2), phosphorus (oxidation state +5) and 

oxygen (reduction state -2), as a part of orthophosphate anions. 

In particular, calcium orthophosphates have been studied as bone repair materials 

for the last 90 years, given their resemblance with the inorganic phase of bones. 
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The first in vivo use of tricalcium phosphate (TCP) was performed by Albee and 

Morrison in 1920 [15]. Despite few early experiments, it was only in the 1970’s 

that calcium orthophosphates - mostly hydroxyapatite (HA) - were synthesized, 

characterized, and applied [16-19]. 

Calcium orthophosphates were prepared by sintering (thermal consolidation) as 

granules or blocks, porous or dense. Since then, the interest in these materials has 

increased. In the mid 1980’s, Brown and Chow [20] discovered the first hydraulic 

calcium phosphate cement, i.e. a mixture of calcium phosphate powders and water 

that hardened with time at room temperature. This discovery opened up new 

perspectives for the use of calcium orthophosphates in the treatment of bone 

defects.  

Two different categories of calcium phosphate compounds (CaP) can be 

distinguished: 1) CaP obtained by precipitation from an aqueous solution at or 

around room temperature (low temperature), and 2) CaP obtained by thermal 

reactions (high-temperature) [21] (Fig.1.11). 

 

 
Fig.1.11 – Main calcium phosphate compounds. The first 6 compounds precipitate at room 

temperature in aqueous systems. The last 6 compounds are obtained by thermal 
decomposition or thermal synthesis [21]. 

 
 

A key parameter of calcium phosphate compounds is their solubility (in water): if 

the solubility of a CaP is less than the mineral part of bone, it degrades extremely 
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slowly, whereas if the solubility of a CaP is greater than that of the mineral part of 

bone, it is too easily degraded. 

The analysis of the calcium phosphate solubility reveals that at physiological pH 

(7.2–7.4) the concentration of Ca and P dissolved from calcium orthophosphates 

decreases in the order TTCP > α-TCP > DCPD > DCPA > OCP > β-TCP > HAp 

(Fig.1.12). However, in those conditions, HA is the most stable of all calcium 

orthophosphates, and in this way it should precipitate as a-TCP dissolution 

progresses [22]. 

 

 
Fig.1.12 – Solubility phase diagram for the ternary system Ca(OH)2–H3PO4–H2O, at 37°C: (a) 
solubility isotherms showing log [Ca] and pH of solution in equilibrium with various salts; 

(b) solubility isotherms showing log [P] and pH of the solutions [22]. TTCP: tetracalcium 
phosphate. DCPA: dicalcium phosphate anhydrous. HAp: precipitated apatite 

 

In the present thesis, the research activity is focused on Bone Tissue Engineering 

as regards the synthesis, characterization and optimization of scaffolds based on 

hydroxyapatite and tricalcium phosphate for the regeneration of complex-shape 

large bone defects. 

1.3.1 Cranial injuries and cranioplasty 

Cranial injuries involve trauma to the skull and the brain. The skull is tough, 

resilient, and provides excellent protection for the brain, but a severe impact or 

blow can result in fractures and may be accompanied by injuries to the brain.  

Head injuries are dangerous, especially because can lead to permanent disability, 

mental impairment and death. 
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The cranial-encephalic trauma are considered the main cause of head injury both 

in Europe and in USA: it is estimated that road accidents are associated with 50% 

of mortality [23].  

Brain injury incidence is higher in young people showing a peak incidence in 

young adults aged 15-24 with secondary peaks in infants and the elderly between 

the ages of 70-80. 

A skull fracture is a break in one or more of the eight bones that form the cranial 

portion of the skull, usually occurring as a result of blunt force trauma. If the force 

of the impact is excessive, the bone may fracture at or near the site of the impact 

and cause damage to the underlying physical structures contained within the skull 

such as the membranes, blood vessels and brain, even in the absence of a fracture. 

1.3.1.1 Anatomy of the skull 
In most of the vertebrates, the skull refers to the bony 

structure mainly deputed to the support of the face and of 

the protection of the brain, as well as the fixation of the 

sense organs’ position to obtain their optimal functions.  

Like other anatomical structures, also the skull is 

considered to be composed by two main parts: for 

humans they are identified as neurocranium, referring to 

the vault surrounding the brain, and the viscerocranium, which refers to the bone 

surrounding the face. Except for the mandible, the other bones of the skull are 

joined together by sutures, almost rigid articulations permitting only very little 

movements. 

The brain is not directly in contact with the skull bones because of the 

interposition of the so called meninges, membranes that envelope the brain and 

the spinal cord or the central nervous system. In mammals, three meningeal layer 

are recognized: the dura mater, the arachnoid mater and the pia mater (Fig.1.13).  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_skull
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blunt_force_trauma
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bone
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meninges
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blood_vessel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_brain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandible
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sutures_of_skull
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Articulation_(anatomy)
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Fig.1.13 - The meninges (from Wikipedia) 

  
Both the meninges and the cerebrospinal fluid, a colorless body fluid situated 

between the arachnoid mater and the pia mater, play a key role in the protection of 

the central nervous system. 

1.3.1.2 Cranioplasty 
Cranioplasty is the surgical repair of a bone defects of the skull after a previous 

operation or injury (Fig.1.14). 

 

 
Fig.1.14 – Skull defects and cranioplasty 

 
The first attempts to repair cranial bone date back to 7000 B.C., so that 

cranioplasty is considered one of the oldest neurosurgical practices [24]. 

Over the past centuries a lot of techniques and materials have been introduced as 

improvement of neurosurgical care, leading to an increase of the patients surviving 

cranial injuries. The aim of cranioplasty is not only a cosmetic issue; also, the 

repair of cranial defects gives relief to psychological drawbacks and increases the 

social performances. 
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The cranioplasty is nowadays a mandatory surgical technique following the 

Decompressive Craniectomy (DC), a potentially life-saving procedure in patients 

with medically intractable intracranial hypertension secondary to severe closed 

head injuries or massive strokes. The DC involves the surgical removal of part of 

the skull in order to facilitate the neurological recovery of severe head injured 

patients. 

Procedural and neurological side effects are be to be considered, as the currently 

available complex and time-consuming techniques are often unsatisfactory, both 

for the surgeon and the patient [25, 26].  

The optimal timing for performing a cranioplasty seems to play a key role not only 

in avoiding procedure-associated complications, but also in the neurological 

outcome of these patients. However, the existent data in the literature are not solid 

enough for drawing any safe conclusions regarding the ideal timing for performing 

a cranioplasty [27]. 

An example of custom-made scaffold for regenerative cranioplasty is given by the 

Custom Bone Service cranial prosthesis from Fin-Ceramica S.p.A, Faenza, Italy [28, 

29], consisting in a porous apatitic structure. It may be defined as a biomimetic 

framework because it is recognised as “self” by the recipient bone, thus avoiding 

any immunological reaction. Furthermore, it is characterised by a high macro 

(diameter>150 µm), micro (diameter<10µm) and interconnected porosity 

reaching 70%, allowing high permeability for the cells and blood coming from the 

recipient bone. 

The production begins with the raw digital data obtained during the CT scan; its 

extensive elaboration allows the creation of essential 3D computer reproduction of 

the patient’s skull. Only through the raw data elaboration of the CT scan and the 

subsequent 3D computer reproduction, it is possible to construct a 3D synthetic 

model of the patient’s skull using stereolithography. From this 3D synthetic model, 

the first prototype of the custom-made implant is produced. Together with the 

surgeon, the custom-made prototype is thoroughly reviewed for prospective 

modifications. This step is extremely important to ensure a custom-made implant 

which provides a superior aesthetic outcome for the patient and a straightforward 
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surgical technique for the surgeon. Once the surgeon has approved the custom-

made prototype, the final implant is precisely prepared via Replica method, 

refined, controlled and sterilized prior to shipment to the hospital for 

implantation. 

 

1.3.1.3 Porous bioceramic scaffolds  
Materials containing tailored porosity exhibit special properties and features that 

usually cannot be achieved by their conventional dense counterparts. 

In this respect, in the last decades the porous ceramics have been extensively 

studied for a wide range of applications and several processing methods were 

proposed for their preparation [30-34]. 

The artificial bone substitutes represent one of the most challenging application, 

especially due to the difficulty of mimicking the properties of the natural bone [35]. 

Hydroxyapatite (HA) is widely recognized as the golden material for bone and 

teeth regeneration, due to its close similarity with the inorganic part of bone, 

which confer excellent biocompatibility and ability to permit new bone formation 

and adhesion [36-39]. However, in spite a variety of techniques for scaffold 

development has been investigated so far [30-34], the repeatable and reliable 

production of HA scaffolds with bone-mimicking pore structure and adequate 

mechanical strength is still a big challenge [33]. 

The traditional processes reported in literature for the production of macroporous 

ceramics are: partial sintering, sacrificial fugitives, replica templates and direct 

foaming (Fig.1.15). 
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Fig.1.15 – Representative fabrication processes of macroporous ceramics [33] 

 

Partial sintering 

The partial sintering of powder compact is the most conventional and frequently 

used approach to fabricate porous ceramic materials. The high temperature 

thermal treatment induces surface diffusion or evaporation-condensation 

phenomena, leading to a homogeneus porous structure when sintering is 

terminated before fullt densified. Pore size and porosity are controlled by the size 

of starting powders and degree of partial sintering, respectively. 

Sacrificial fugitives 

The sacrificial template technique usually foresees to prepare a biphasic composite 

consisting of a continuous matrix of ceramic powders and a dispersed sacrificial 

phase that is initially homogeneously distributed throughout the matrix and finally 

extracted to generate pores inside the microstructure. Porosity is controlled by the 

amount of the agents. This approach is useful particularly for obtaining high open 

porosity. 

Replica Templates 

The Replica method is considered as the first method used for the production of 

macroporous ceramics. It involves the impregnation of a polymeric cellular 

structure with a ceramic suspension in order to produce a macroporous ceramic 
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exhibiting the same morphology as the original template. The success of this 

method is attributed to its simplicity and flexibility. However, some critical aspects 

have to be strictly controlled and optimized, such as the rheological behavior of the 

ceramic suspensions (shear-thinning), the presence of binders or plasticizers in 

the initial suspension to avoid the strut cracking during pyrolisis and the final 

thermal treatment parameters (heating rate, high temperature). In this respect, a 

disadvantage of this method is the cracking of the struts after thermal treatment, 

leading to a severe degradation of the mechanical performance of the structure. 

Direct foaming 

The direct foaming method was stated to be a low-cost and easy process that can 

provide pore volumes in the range 40-97% by incorporating a gas (e.g. air) into a 

ceramic suspension, that is subsequently dried and sintered. The total porosity of 

directly foamed ceramics is proportional to the amount of gas incorporated into 

the suspension or liquid medium during the foaming process.  The pore size, on the 

other hand, is determined by the stability of the wet foam before setting takes 

place. 

Cellular structures prepared by direct foaming usually exhibit considerably higher 

mechanical strength than those obtained by other template-based techniques, 

mainly due to the strongly reduced occurrence of flaws in the cell struts [34]. 

Liquid foams are thermodynamically unstable systems due to their high gas-liquid 

interfacial area. Several physical processes take place in wet foams to decrease the 

overall system free energy, leading to foam destabilization. The main 

destabilization mechanisms are: drainage, coalescence, Ostwald ripening [34]. 

Drainage is the physical separation between the gaseous and liquid phases of the 

foam because of the effect of gravity: light gas bubbles move upwards forming a 

denser foam layer on the top, while the heavier liquid phase is concentrated on the 

bottom (Fig. 1.16a). 

Coalescence takes place when the thin films formed after drainage are not stable 

enough to keep the touching cells apart, resulting in the association of neighboring 

bubbles: the stability of the thin films is determined by the attractive and repulsive 

interactions between bubbles (Fig. 1.16b). Coalescence is favored by attractive van 
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der Waals forces and can only be hindered by providing steric and/or electrostatic 

repulsion among the interacting bubbles. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig.1.16: Foam drainage (a), coalescence: schematic dependence of the disjoining pressure 
among two interacting gas bubbles as a function of their distance (b). 

 

Foams can be tailored to efficiently prevent drainage and coalescence processes, 

but in long-term the Ostwald ripening phenomenon can occurs, leading to the 

destabilization of the system due to the difference in Laplace pressure between 

bubbles of different sizes. 

Surfactants and biomolecules adsorbed at the gas–liquid interface can slow down 

this coarsening process by decreasing the interfacial energy [34]. 

1.3.1.4 Hydroxyapatite 
The hydroxyapatite is a naturally occurring mineral form of calcium apatite with 

the formula Ca5(PO4)3(OH), but is usually written Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 to denote that 

the crystal unit cell comprises two entities (Fig.1.17). It is also the main inorganic 

component of biological hard tissues such as bones and teeth of vertebrates.  
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Fig.1.17 – Bidimensional schematic representation of the hydroxyapatite crystal lattice  

 

Biological apatite is an inorganic calcium phosphate salt in apatite form and 

nanosize with a biological derivation. Additionally, due to the similarity in 

chemical compositions and structure, together with its outstanding bioactivity and 

biocompatibility, biological apatite has been used as bone substitutes for the 

reconstruction of bone defect in oral implantology, periodontology, oral, and 

maxillofacial surgery as well as orthopedics. Given the significant role of biological 

apatite in the structure and function of biological tissues and its clinical 

applications, numerous studies have been carried out in the investigation of its 

basic physiochemical and biological properties. 

The composition and structure of synthetic precipitated apatite (HAp) have been 

studied as potential precursor of biological apatite. 

The structure of apatite allows for wide compositional variations because of its 

ability in detaining different ions in its three sublattices. In detail, the site of Ca2+ 

may be occupied by bivalent or monovalent cations such as Sr2+, Ba2+, Mg2+, Na+, 

and K+, the site of P could be substituted by atoms such as C, As, V, S, while 

hydroxyl (OH−) may be replaced by OD−, CO32−, F−, Cl− or even be left vacant [40] 

(Fig.1.18). 
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Fig.1.18– Schematic drawing of partial dissolution/precipitation of biological apatite in vivo 

and ionic substitutions in the crystal of HAp [40] 
 

Two different crystal forms were reported: hexagonal, with the lattice parameters 

𝑎 = 𝑏 = 9.432 Å, 𝑐 = 6.881 Å, and 𝛾 = 120° [41] and monoclinic, with the lattice 

parameters 𝑎 = 9.421 Å, 𝑏 = 2𝑎, 𝑐 = 6.881 Å, and 𝛾 = 120° [42]. 

Each crystal is shaped like a long, flat plate. The relative ratio of calcium to 

phosphorus can vary markedly under different nutritional conditions, the Ca/P 

ratio on a weight basis varying between 1.3 and 2.0. 

 

1.3.2 Spinal injuries and vertebroplasty 

1.3.2.1 Anatomy of the spine 
The vertebral column, also known as the backbone or spine, is a bony skeletal 

structure found in vertebrates. The spine is made of 33 individual bones stacked 

one on top of the other (Fig.1.19).  
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Fig.1.19 – Anatomy of the vertebral column 

The vertebrae are numbered and divided into five regions: cervical, thoracic, 

lumbar, sacrum, and coccyx. Only the top 24 bones are moveable, while the 

vertebrae of the sacrum and coccyx are fused together. The vertebrae in each 

region have unique features that help them perform their functions. 

Ligaments and muscles connect the bones together and keep them aligned. The 

spinal column provides the main support for your body, allowing you to stand 

upright, bend, and twist. 

Protected deep inside the bones, the spinal cord connects your body to the brain, 

allowing movement of your arms and legs (Fig.1.20).  

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjHu_n1j4zKAhVOhhoKHf8dC2cQjRwIBw&url=http://www.cliffsnotes.com/study-guides/anatomy-and-physiology/the-skeletal-system/vertebral-column&psig=AFQjCNHpUFRpde_IWXJka4u8cpv72d2KhQ&ust=1451858228607125
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjHu_n1j4zKAhVOhhoKHf8dC2cQjRwIBw&url=http://www.cliffsnotes.com/study-guides/anatomy-and-physiology/the-skeletal-system/vertebral-column&psig=AFQjCNHpUFRpde_IWXJka4u8cpv72d2KhQ&ust=1451858228607125�
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Fig.1.20 – Axial (overhead) view of a vertebra and structure of the spinal cord 

(http://keckmedicine.adam.com/). 
 

 

Strong muscles and bones, flexible tendons and ligaments, and sensitive nerves 

contribute to a healthy spine. Keeping your spine healthy is vital if you want to live 

an active life without back pain. 

1.3.2.2 Osteoporosis and vertebroplasty 
Osteoporosis is defined as a systemic skeletal disorder characterized by low bone 

mass and micro-architectural deterioration of bone tissue, with a consequent 

increase in bone fragility and susceptibility to fracture (Fig.1.21). 

The Bone Mineral Density (BMD) is the amount of bone mass per unit volume 

(volumetric density, g/cm3), that can be measured in vivo by densitometric 

techniques. 

Because the BMD in the young healthy population is normally distributed [43] and 

the bone loss mainly occurs with advancing age, the prevalence of osteoporosis 

increases with age. 

The prevalence of osteoporosis in the EU is estimated at 27.6 million in 2010 (22 

million of women and 5.6 million of men) [44]. 

 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwigraaGm47KAhUByRoKHaySAxoQjRwIBw&url=http://www.precisionnutrition.com/all-about-spinal-health&psig=AFQjCNHZxprJFLpdPfpQ1t2I508uuUTeRw&ust=1451929010507183
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(a) (b) 

Fig.1.21 – Vertebral body’s trabecular structure: healthy bone (a) and osteoporotic bone (b)   
 

The description of osteoporosis captures the notion that low bone mass is an 

important component of the risk of fracture, but other abnormalities such as 

micro-architectural deterioration contribute to skeletal fragility. 

Physical disability, advancing age and/or exposure to microgravity increase the 

risk of suffering from osteoporosis, and such disuse osteoporosis is associated with 

huge economic and health burden. 

The bone loss, in general, refers to a reduction of bone mass in relation to bone 

volume, while the ratio of bone mineral to collagen remains unchanged. The loss of 

trabecular bone is more rapid and dramatic, while the cortical bone loss continues 

for a longer period [45]. 

The typical sites of osteoporosis fracture are hip, vertebra and wrist, but also 

homer, ribs, tibia and fibula [46]. 

Among them, the osteoporotic vertebral fractures are associated with considerable 

reduction of quality of life, morbidity and mortality. Back pain in the majority of 

these patients is treated with prolonged bed-rest, local and systemic analgesia, and 

bracing. However, the extension of bed-rest in these patients results in increased 

bone loss, muscle weakness and joint stiffness [47]. 

A possible alternative is the vertebroplasty, a surgical procedure that involves the 

percutaneous injection of a bone cement into the fractured vertebral body, to 

provide mechanical support and relief from the pain. Vertebroplasty is considered 

http://www.spine-health.com/conditions/osteoporosis/when-back-pain-a-spine-compression-fracture
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a minimally invasive surgical procedure because the procedure is performed 

through a small puncture in the patient's skin, instead of an open incision. A biopsy 

needle is guided into the fractured vertebra under X-ray guidance and a bone 

cement is injected directly into the fractured vertebra with the goal of creating a 

sort of internal cast. Then, the needle is removed and the cement hardens, 

stabilizing the bone (Fig.1.22).  

 
Fig.1.22 – Vertebroplasty procedure 

1.3.2.3 Bone cements 
Injectable cements addressed to bone healing are a subject of major interest and 

intense investigation, as they can be delivered by minimal invasive surgery and, 

benefiting from the ability of self-hardening in situ, they may adequately stabilize 

bone defects. Particular interest is also addressed to vertebral fractures, due to 

trauma or osteoporosis-related bone weakening, mainly treated with 

vertebroplasty/kyphoplasty procedures since decades [48-52]. However, complete 

bone regeneration still remains an unsolved clinical need, mainly due to the lack of 

bone cements endowed with suitable bioactivity, osteoconductivity and bio-

resorption ability. 

To date, two main cathegories of bone cements have been developed, based on 

polymers (especially acrylic formulations) and calcium phosphates. 

Acrylic Bone cements 

Poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA)-based bone cement, commonly known as 

acrylic bone cement, has been used For over 40 years, for fixation of total joint 

replacement prostheses to periprosthetic bone. The acrylic bone cements on the 
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market consist of two components: a liquid and a powder, which are mixed in the 

operating room until they become dough-like and then applied to stabilize a joint 

replacement prosthesis or directly injected into damaged vertebral bodies. 

The basic component of acrylic bone cements is methylmethacrylate (MMA), which 

is an ester of methacrylic acid (Fig.1.23). 

 

 
Fig.1.23 – Polymerization reaction typical of PMMA-based cements 

 
 

Calcium phosphate bone cements (CPCs) 

Calcium phosphate cements (CPCs) were discovered in the 1980s by Brown and 

Chow [53] and LeGeros et al. [54]. The first commercial CPC products were 

introduced in the 1990s for treatment of maxillo-facial defects as well as for 

treatment of fractures. Since then, new cement formulations have been developed 

that fulfill specific requirements for other applications, such as bone augmentation, 

reinforcement of osteoporotic bones, fixation of metallic implants in weakened 

bone, spinal fractures and vertebroplasty. 

CPCs are hydraulic cements. In general, CPCs are formed by a combination of one 

or more calcium orthophosphate powders, which upon mixing with a liquid phase, 

usually water or an aqueous solution, form a paste that is able to set and harden: 

the dissolution of the precursor powder via a hydraulic reaction and the 

precipitation of a thermodynamically more stable setting product occur. In this 

respect, unlike acrylic bone cements, which harden through a polymerization 

reaction, CPCs set as a result of a dissolution and precipitation process (Fig.1.24). 
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Fig.1.24 - Classification of calcium phosphate cements, with examples of the most common 

formulations [55]. 
 

The entanglement of the precipitated crystals is responsible for cement hardening. 

Despite the large number of possible formulations, the CPCs developed up to 

nowhave only two different end products, precipitated hydroxyapatite (HA) or 

brushite (DCPD). 

This in fact is a predictable situation since hydroxyapatite is the most stable 

calcium phosphate at pH>4.2 and brushite the most stable one at pH<4.2. 

When set, the apatitic CPCs consist of a network of calcium phosphate crystals, 

with a chemical composition and crystal size that can be tailored to closely 

resemble the biological hydroxyapatite occurring in living bone. 

The CPCs leading to the formation of HA or calcium deficient HA (CDHA) can be 

classified in two main categories, which are summarized in Fig.1.25: 1) 

monocomponent CPCs, in which a single calcium phosphate compound, alpha 

tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP) hydrolyses to CDHA without varying the Ca/P ratio, 

according to the reported chemical formula; 2) Multicomponent CPCs, in which 

two or more calcium phosphates, some more acidic and the other basic, set 

following an acid–base reaction. 
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1.3.2.4 Tricalcium phosphate (TCP) 
The tricalcium phosphate (Ca3(PO4)2), bioresorbable material, exists in three 

different polymorphs: the low-temperature β-TCP, and the high-temperature 

forms, α- and α’-TCP. The last one lacks practical interest because it only exists at 

temperatures >1430°C and reverts almost instantaneously to α-TCP on cooling 

below the transition temperature. In contrast, β-TCP is stable at room temperature 

and transforms reconstructively at 1125 °C to α-TCP, which can be retained during 

cooling to room temperature [22]. 

Cell parameters (a, b, c, α, β and γ), cell volume (V), number of formula units per 

cell (Z), volume per formula unit (V), theoretical density (Dth0) and the projections 

of the unit cells along the [0 0 1] direction are shown in Fig.1.25. 
 

Property β-TCP α-TCP α’-TCP 
Symmetry Rhombohedral  Monoclinic Hexagonal 
Space Group R3C P21/a P63/mmc 
a (nm) 1.04352 1.2859 0.53507 
b (nm) 1.04352 2.7354 0.53507 
c (nm) 3.74029 1.5222 0.7684 
α (°) 90 90 90 
β (°) 90 126.35 90 
γ (°) 120 90 120 
Z 21 24 1 
V (nm3) 3.5272 4.31 0.19052 
V0 (nm3) 0.1680 0.18 0.19052 
Dth (g · cm3) 3.066 2.866 2.702 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig.1.25 – (a) Structural data of α-TCP and its polymorphs. (b) calculated X-ray diffraction 
pattern of a-TCP and its polymorphs  [22] 

 

The difference in packing densities of the three polymorphs is consistent with 

thermodynamic considerations and with their stability temperature ranges. 

The structural differences between β- and α-polymorphs of TCP are responsible 

for their different chemical and biological properties, among them, solubility and 

biodegradability. 

The α-TCP is characterized by higher solubility than β-TCP, so that in aqueous 

solutions the dissolution of α-TCP proceeds faster than β-TCP, as reported [56, 57]. 

β-TCP is used mainly for preparing biodegradable bioceramics shaped as dense 

and macro-porous granules and blocks, whereas the more soluble and reactive α-

TCP is used mainly as a fine powder in the preparation of calcium phosphate 
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cements. Both β- and α-TCP materials are used in clinics for bone repair and 

remodelling applications. 
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2.1 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a non-destructive analytical technique primarily used for 

phase identification of a crystalline material. The material is finely ground, 

homogenized and the average bulk phase composition is analyzed.  

XRD is based on constructive interference of monochromatic X-rays and the 

crystalline material. The X-rays are generated by a cathode ray tube, filtered to 

produce monochromatic radiation, collimated to concentrate and directed towards 

the sample.  

The interaction of the incident X-rays with the sample produces constructive 

interference and a diffracted ray when the Bragg's law is statisfied (Fig.2.1). 

 

 
Fig.2.1 – Bragg’s law and constructive interference 

 

The phase composition of the material is investigated by comparing diffraction 

data against a database of Powder Diffraction Files (International Centre for 

Diffraction Data - ICDD).  
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When coupled with Rietveld refinement techniques, XRD may also provide 

structural information, such as unit cell dimensions and lattice strains. 

The interaction of X-rays with atoms leads to the movement of the electronic cloud, 

with subsequent re-radiation waves with the same frequency, a phenomenon 

known as elastic scattering or Rayleigh scattering (Fig.2.2). 

 
Fig.2.2 – Constructive (left figure) or destructive (right figure) interference in Rayleigh 

scattering of X-rays. 
 

XRD data are usually presented in diffraction patterns (diffractograms), that is 

plots reporting diffracted peaks as function of the scattering angle 2θ, whenever a 

constructive interference between X-rays and the crystalline matrix of the material 

occurs. 

Both the position of the peaks, corresponding to the lattice spacings and their 

relative intensity are indicative of a particular phase, providing a "fingerprint" for 

the material composition. 

Crystal Structure 

Crystals are solids in which the atoms are regularly arranged. Such regularity of 

arrangement can be described in terms of symmetry elements, reflecting the 

symmetry of the physical properties of a crystal. 

The crystal structure of a material is represented by its unit cell, quantitatively 

described by its lattice parameters, the length of the cell edges and the angles 

between them. The positions of the atoms inside the unit cell are described by the 

set of atomic positions (xi,yi,zi) measured from a given lattice point.  

The geometrical entities (points, axes or planes) with respect to which a lattice 

symmetry occurs are defined symmetry elements. 
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By using the symmetry elements it is possible to define the symmetry operations, 

namely the virtual motions of the smallest asymmetrical unit around a 

symmetrical center. 

Complex symmetry operations lead to space groups, the most detailed level to 

describe the symmetry properties of the crystal, such as cleavage, electronic band 

structure and optical properties.   

Although there are an infinite number of ways to specify a unit cell, for each crystal 

structure there is a conventional unit cell, which is chosen to display the full 

symmetry of the crystal. However, the conventional unit cell is not always the 

smallest possible choice. 

A primitive unit cell of a particular crystal structure is the smallest volume 

completely filled by stacked atoms. 

In a unit cell each atom has an identical arrangement of the neighboring atoms, 

while in a primitive cell each atom may also have different local atoms 

arrangements. The crystal structure consists of the same group of atoms, the basis, 

positioned around each and every lattice point. This group of atoms therefore 

repeats indefinitely in three dimensions according to the arrangement of one of the 

14 Bravais lattices (Fig.2.3). 

The possible lattice centrings are:  

• P: Primitive centring, lattice points on the cell corners only; 

• I: Body centred, one additional lattice point at the center of the cell; 

• F: Face centred, one additional lattice point at centre of each of the faces of 

the cell; 

• C: Centred on a single face, one additional lattice point at the centre of one 

of the cell faces 
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Fig.2.3 – The 7 crystalline systems and the 14 Bravais lattices 

 

Miller indices 

The Miller indices are useful notation tools in crystallography to identify the 

different planes and direction of a Bravais lattice. A reticular plane is identified by 

three integers h, k, l, the Miller indices, reported as (hkl). Such indices are vectors, 

reciprocals of the intercepts of the plane on the axes x, y, z. 

Size and Strain Broadening 

The width of a diffraction peak, B, is related to several factors, including: 

1. instrumental factors 

2. the presence of lattice defects 

3. strain dishomogeneity among the grains 

4. the size of the crystallites 
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Analysis of XRD peak profiles indicated that full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) 

is sensitive to the variation in microstructure and stress–strain accumulation in 

the material.  

Presence of tensile stress in the material causes increase in the FWHM while 

relaxation of tensile stress decreases FWHM.  

The Scherrer equation [1] can be used to estimate the size of the crystallite 

( )
θ

λθ
cos

2
D

KB =  

where B is the peak width corrected for the instrumental broadening, θ is the 

diffraction angle, K is a form factor, usually taken as 0.9, λ is the wavelength of the 

incident radiation and D is the crystallite average size. 

Diffractometer 

X-ray diffractometers consist of three basic elements: an X-ray tube, a sample 

holder, and an X-ray detector. X-rays are generated in a cathode ray tube by 

heating a filament to produce electrons, accelerating the electrons toward a target 

by applying a voltage, and bombarding the target material with electrons (Fig.2.4). 

 
Fig.2.4 – Typical scheme of a Bragg-Brentano type diffractometer 

 

The model of diffractometer employed in this activity is a D8 Advance 

diffractometer (CuKα radiation) working with Bragg-Brentano configuration, 

equipped with a LINXEYE detector (Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany). The XRD 

patterns were recorded in the 2θ range 10°-80°, scan step 0.02° and step time 0.5 
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seconds. The lattice parameters refinement was performed according to the 

Rietveld method (TOPAS 4.2 software). 

2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

The scanning electron microscope is a device able to provide high magnification 

images of a sample (up to 200000x) with both resolution and field depth higher 

than the conventional optical microscope. 

The image is obtained by “exploring” the surface of the sample with a high energy 

electron beam, while a real-time monitoring of the intensity of the emitted 

secondary electrons is performed. 

After focusing the high-energy beam of electrons onto the surface of a sample, 

several signals are detected from the interaction of the incident electrons with the 

sample's surface (Fig.2.5) 

 
Fig.2.5 – Electron-matter interaction 

 

Part of the incident electron beam (primary electrons) is reflected without 

decreasing the initial energy, giving rise to backscattered electrons. 

The primary electrons which are not reflected transfer their energy to some of the 

electrons of the samples, making them able to diffuse towards the surface and 

escape outside of the sample with a low energy (energy < 50 eV), the so-called 

secondary electrons. 
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Furthermore, characteristic x-ray photons are emitted when the primary beam 

causes the ejection of inner shell electrons from the sample and are used to 

investigate the elemental composition of the sample. The back-scattered electrons 

emitted from the sample may be used alone to form an image or in conjunction 

with the characteristic x-rays as atomic number contrast clues to the elemental 

composition of the sample. 

In a typical SEM, thermo-ionic electrons are emitted from a tungsten cathode 

(electron gun) and accelerated towards an anode (Fig.2.6) 

 
Fig.2.6 – Structure of a SEM 

 

Tungsten is used because of its high melting point and low vapour pressure. The 

electron beam, which typically has an energy ranging from a few hundred eV to 

100 keV, is focused by condenser lenses into a beam with a very fine focal spot 

sized 0.4 nm to 5 nm. The beam passes through pairs of scanning coils or pairs of 

deflector plates in the electron optical column, typically in the objective lens, which 

deflect the beam to scan the surface of the sample. 

The interaction volume depends on the electron beam energy, the atomic number 

of the specimen and the specimen's density.  

The secondary electrons, due to their low energy, are detected by a scintillator-

photomultiplier device and the resulting signal is rendered into a two-dimensional 

intensity distribution that can be viewed and saved as a digital image. The 
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brightness of the signal depends on the number of secondary electrons reaching 

the detector. 

The spatial resolution of the SEM depends on the size of the electron spot, which in 

turn depends on both the wavelength of the electrons and the magnetic electron-

optical system which produces the scanning beam. 

The equipment employed in the present work is a FEI, Quanta 200, USA. 

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) 

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy is a technique that detects the x-ray 

fluorescence to characterize the elements present in a material.  

If a sample is excited under high energy of electron 

beam or other electromagnetic radiation, the inner 

shell of electrons is ejected to vacuum creating a 

vacancy in that shell (figure aside). 

Electrons from the outer shell jump into the vacant 

site for filling the inner shell. During this process 

(radiant energy), the sample fluoresces X-ray of energy same as the energy 

difference between the initial state and final state. Since each atom has its unique 

and discretized energy levels, the X-ray fluorescence is also characteristic of that 

atom.  

SiLi detectors operating at liquid nitrogen temperature are commonly used in EDS 

experiments (Fig.2.7): striking the detector, the X-rays produce photoelectrons 

which in turn produces electron-hole pairs within the Si. These migrate to opposite 

ends of the detectors (via an applied electric field of 1.5 kV) producing a current 

pulse whose size is proportional to the energy of the incident X-Ray. 
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Fig.2.7 – Schematic view of and EDS device 

2.3 Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy 

The Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) is one of 

the most powerful and popular analytical tools for the determination of trace 

elements [2]. 

The technique is based upon the spontaneous emission of photons from atoms and 

ions that have been excited in a radiofrequency (RF) discharge. Liquid and gas 

samples may be directly injected into the instrument, while solid samples require 

extraction or acid digestion so that the analytes will be present in a solution. The 

intensity of the radiation is proportional to the concentration of the element, which 

is obtained through a previous calibration obtained with opportune standard 

solutions. 

An inductively coupled plasma for spectrometry is sustained in a torch that 

consists of three concentric tubes, usually made of quartz. The end of this torch is 

placed inside an induction coil supplied with a radio-frequency electric current. A 

flow of argon gas is introduced between the two outermost tubes of the torch and 

an electrical spark is applied for a short time to introduce free electrons into the 

gas stream (Fig.2.8). 
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Fig.2.8 – Schematic view of an ICP-OES instrument 

 

The sample solution is converted to an aerosol and directed into the central 

channel of the plasma. At its core the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) sustains a 

temperature of approximately 10000K, so that the aerosol is quickly vaporized. 

Analyte elements are liberated as free atoms in the gaseous state. Further 

collisional excitation within the plasma imparts additional energy to the atoms, 

promoting them to excited states. Sufficient energy is often available to convert the 

atoms to ions and subsequently promote the ions to excited states. Both the atomic 

and ionic excited species may then relax to the ground state via the emission of 

photons. These photons have characteristic energies that are determined by the 

quantized energy level structure for the atoms or ions. Thus, the wavelength of the 

photons can be used to identify the elements from which they originated. The total 

number of photons is directly proportional to the concentration of the originating 

element in the sample. 

2.4 Specific Surface Area 

The ceramic manufacturing is strictly related to several parameters, with 

particular regard to the size, shape and specific surface area (SSA) of the powders.  

Ideally, assuming that a powder is composed by small spherical particles provided 

with the same diameter, the specific surface area (m²/g) of the powder, S, can be 
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calculated by multiplying the surface area of each particle and n, the number of the 

particles per weight unit (S = 4πr²n). 

Actually, the size and shape of the powder particles are really irregular and 

unexpected, so that it is not possible to define a simple model of the surface area. 

In this case, the measurement of SSA is indirectly measured by the adsorption of a 

gas on the outer surface of the particles.  

Two different adsorption processes can be described: a physical and a chemical 

adsorption. The main difference relates to the interactions forces involved in the 

adsorption of the gas: the first one is characterized by weak Van der Waals and 

electrostatic forces, while the latter includes also stronger chemical bonds. 

For that reason, a physical adsorption is considered the easier way to determine 

SSA, as a reversible process (desorption) can be adopted to quantify the adsorbed 

gas. 

B.E.T. Equation 

The scientists Stephen Brunauer, Paul Hugh Emmett and Edward Teller published 

in 1938 [3] a theory to describe the multilayer adsorption phenomena as an 

extension of the Langmuir theory [4]. Three main postulates were proposed: 

1) gas molecules physically adsorb on a solid in layers infinitely 

2) there is no interaction between each adsorption layer 

3) the Langmuir theory can be applied to each layer 

The resulting BET equation is 

O O
ads m m

p (C-1) p 1 =  + 
V (p -p) V C p V C  

where Vads is the adsorbed gas quantity, Vm is the monolayer adsorbed gas 

quantity, p is the equilibrium pressure of the adsorbates at the temperature of 

adsorption, p° is the saturation pressure of the adsorbates at the temperature of 

adsorption and C is the BET constant, related to the net adsorption energy. 

For a given gas, the terms Vm and C are constants, so that the equation can be 

simplified as  

O O
ads

p p = α  + β
V (p -p) p     
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m

(C-1)α = 
V C

      
m

1β = 
V C

 

resulting in the equation of a line, y=αx+β, especially in the relative pressure range 

0.05-0.30. Once derived the α and β coefficients, Vm is determined as 1/(α+β).  

The total surface area of the adsorbed gas, S, is determined by multiplying Vm and 

S0, the area correspondent to 1 cm3 of an adsorbed gas monolayer (S = Vm · S0). 

Finally, SSA is determined by dividing S and W, the sample weight. 

Analytical Technique 

The sample holder is immersed in liquid nitrogen to enable the adsorption process. 

After few minutes, the gas stabilization occurs and the adsorption process is 

quantified. Then, the desorption process is forced by substituting the liquid 

nitrogen with a room temperature water bath; in this condition, the previously 

adsorbed nitrogen is released. Ideally, the gas adsorption is completely reversible 

and the desorption is equivalent to the adsorption. 

In this activity, the MICROMERITICS FlowSorb II 2300 instrument was used. 

2.5 Particle Size Distribution 

The creeping flow past a falling sphere in a fluid involves three different forces: 

FG = force by gravity 

FA = hydrostatic force (Archimede’s principle) 

FD = drag force, that is the fluid frictional force 

    

 

 

In equilibrium conditions, the resultant force is null (FG + FA + FD = 0). 

A more rigorous equation describing the particle’s motion is: 

O O dvmg - m g - F = m
dt

 

where m is the particle’s mass, m° is the mass of the volume of the liquid equals to 

the volume of the particle, g is the force by gravity, F is the drag force, v the 

particle’s velocity and t the time. 
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Empirically, the higher the fluid viscosity, the slower the motion of a particle and 

the smaller the particles, the quicker the velocity variations, so that dv/dt becomes 

rapidly null. 

The motion equation of a sphere with diameter D and density ρ, in a fluid with 

density ρ° is: 

 
The stabile motion of a spherical particle in a fluid is given by two adimensional 

parameters: the Reynolds number (Re) and a frictional coefficient (C). 

ρ°Re = Dv
η

                  22

FC = 
VD(π )(ρ° )4 2

 

Finally, the Stoke’s law is obtained by considering a laminar flux (C · Re ≈ 24), 

2 18 v ηD = 
(ρ - ρ°) g

 

Sedimentation Theory 

The analysis of the sedimentation is related to the dependence of the velocity of a 

particle in a fluid with the size of the particle, according to Stoke’s law: the bigger 

the particle, the higher the velocity. 

In this respect, to accurately evaluate the particles diameter by using the falling 

velocity, is necessary to know the density and the viscosity of the fluid, together 

with the density of the particles. 

Analytical Technique 

Given the characteristic parameters of the fluid, the falling velocity of different size 

particles is theoretically evaluated before the analysis, according to Stoke’s law: 

based on the real-time sedimentation, the height of the sample cell can be 

associated with a particle radius equal to or less than that determined by solving 

the Stoke’s law. 

After the calibration of the instrument with sodium esametaphosphate in aqueous 

solution (0.05 wt%), the specimen particles are then dispersed in a similar fluid, 

which is then sonicated to avoid the formation of aggregates and pumped in the 

sample cell (Fig.2.9) 
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Fig.2.9 - Detail of the sample cell during the analysis 

 

The size distribution of the particles is monitored by the intensity of the detected 

X-rays at the different height of the sample cell during sedimentation by gravity.  

Finally, a plot of the cumulative mass percentage vs particle diameter is 

obtained. In this activity, the MICROMERITICS SediGraph 5100 instrument was 

used. 

2.6 Rheology of suspensions 

The rheology is the study of flow and deformation of materials under applied 

forces, which is routinely measured using a rheometer. 

The rheological behavior of ceramic suspensions mainly depends on the content of 

solid particles, the particle size distribution and the degree of agglomeration [5].  

At very low shear, the elementary solid particles group themselves in aggregates 

that may form a 3-D network involving the whole volume of suspension. This 

network imparts elastic properties to suspension and is responsible for apparent 

yield stress.  

With increasing the shear rate, the network breaks into aggregates whose size 

continuously decreases. The size and spatial arrangement of aggregates depends 

on the shear rate. Such microstructural changes, induced by the shear rate 

increase, may produce changes in the viscosity. 

At higher shear rate, aggregates break down in primary flocs. The agglomeration 

and breaking kinetics are not instantaneous, so that the rheological properties 

change with time, giving rise to thixotropic phenomena. 
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These agglomeration phenomena are mainly related to Brownian, hydrodynamic, 

and interparticle (attractive or repulsive) forces. 

Van der Waals attraction forces between primary flocs is the major force 

responsible for flocculation. Often, a steric stabilization is necessary to avoid 

agglomeration by the addition of proper amount of effective dispersant 

(polymers), which is adsorbed on the particle surfaces. 

The characterization of the rheological behavior of calcium phosphate suspensions 

is a useful tool in the perspective of customization of the final performance of the 

scaffolds. 

Viscosity and Dynamic mechanical analysis 

The viscosity is the property of a fluid describing its resistance to flow. When a 

force, F, is applied to a volume of material by two plates separated by distance d, 

then a displacement (deformation) occurs. 

The proportionality constant between the shear stress (force divided by area 

parallel to the force) and the shear strain rate (displacement divided by the 

product between the plates separation distance and the time) is known as dynamic 

viscosity, η (Fig.2.10). 

 

 
Fig.2.10 – Shear stress-Shear rate diagrams  
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The rheological behaviour of ceramic ink formulations for 3D printing was 

evaluated by Discovery HR1 (Hybrid Rheometer, TA Instruments) with a parallel 

Peltier plate system (plate diameter = 40mm; gap = 1000µm). The shear stress and 

the viscosity of each suspension were evaluated with increasing the shear rate 

from 0.01 to 100.  

The dynamic mechanical properties of the materials (storage modulus, loss 

modulus and yield stress) were also evaluated with increasing the shear stress 

from 1 to 100 Pa at frequency equals to 1 Hz. The storage modulus (G’) measures 

the material’s ability to store elastic energy, while the loss modulus (G’’) is related 

to the dissipated energy. The yield stress is the stress value above which a high 

viscosity material flows like a liquid. The yield stress was estimated by calculating 

the shear stress at zero shear rate (Fig.2.11), according to the Herschel-Bulkley 

model [6]. The viscosity was calculated by imposing a constant shear rate typically 

experienced during printing ( ) [7]. 

 
Fig.2.11 – Schematic representation of the yield stress, σ0, according to the Herschel-Bulkely 

model  

2.7 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

The Thermogravimetric analysis is a useful test to determine changes in weight in 

relation to change in temperature. Such analysis relies on a high degree of 

precision in three measurements: weight, temperature, and temperature change. 

As many weight loss curves look similar, the weight loss curve may require 

transformation before results may be interpreted. A derivative weight loss curve 

can be used to tell the point at which weight loss is most apparent.  
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The analyzer usually consists of a high-precision balance with a pan loaded with 

the sample. The sample is placed in a small electrically heated oven with a 

thermocouple to accurately measure the temperature. The atmosphere may be 

purged with an inert gas to prevent oxidation or other undesired reactions. A 

computer is used to control the instrument.  

Analysis is carried out by raising the temperature gradually and plotting weight 

against temperature. After the data is obtained, curve smoothing and other 

operations may be done such as to find the exact points of inflection. 

In this activity, the Simultaneous Thermal Analyser (STA 409C, Netsch, Germany) 

was used. 

2.8 Zeta Potential 

Zeta potential (ξ) is a physical property exhibited by any particle in suspension. It 

is a measure of the magnitude of the electrostatic or charge repulsion/attraction 

between particles, thus describing the causes of dispersion, aggregation or 

flocculation of particles. 

The shear plane, or slipping plane, is the limit of a region around the particle 

surface consisting of a tightly bound electrical double layer of ions and solvent 

molecules. The zeta potential is defined as the difference in potential between the 

surface of the shear plane of particles and the electroneutral region of the solution 

(Fig.2.12). 

 
Fig. 2.12 – Zeta potential scheme  
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In this research activity, the zeta potential titration of colloidal ink formulations for 

3D printing was performed by electroacustic phenomena (Zetasizer Nano ZSP, 

Malvern, UK). A more acidic pH was achieved by adding 0.2 ml of HCl 1M, while 

basic pH was achieved by adding 0.2 ml of NaOH 1M. 

2.9 Mercury porosimetry 

The physical properties of materials are greatly affected by porosity. The term 

porosimetry refers to the analytical technique used to measure the pore size 

distribution of a material. 

Mercury intrusion porosimetry is based on the premise that a nonwetting liquid 

(contact angle > 90°) will intrude capillaries only under pressure (Fig.2.13).  

 
 

Fig.2.13 – Schematic  view of a mercury porosimeter 
 

The relationship between the pressure and capillary diameter was described by 

Washburn [8] as: 

 
where P is the pressure, γ is the surface tension of the liquid, θ is the contact angle 

of the liquid and d is the diameter of the capillary. 
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The pressure required for the infiltration is inversely proportional to the size of 

the pores, so that only low pressures are required to intrude mercury into large 

macropores, whereas much greater pressures are required to force mercury into 

small pores.  

The pore size distribution is determined from the volume intruded at each 

pressure increment, while the total porosity is determined from the total volume 

intruded. 

In this activity, the pore volume and pore size distributions were evaluated by 

mercury intrusion porosimetry (surface tension = 0.48 N/m and contact angle = 

140°, Hg pressure in the range 0-200 Pa, Thermo Scientific Surfer). The 

measurement error is related to the accuracy of Hg intrusion porosimetry (<4%). 

2.10 Mechanical characterization  

2.10.1 Compression 

The strength of ceramics materials is mainly characterized by compressive tests, 

because of the intrinsic micron-size defects that can be easily extended 

during a tensile stress, affecting the measurement. 

For that reason, the compressive strength of ceramics is generally 

higher than their tensile strength. A compressive test of a specimen 

involves a system of converging forces which tends to reduce its size 

(figure aside).  

Ideally, the force is homogeneously distributed on the whole surface of 

the specimen sections, so that dividing the force, F, by the cross-sectional area, A, 

the average value of the compressive stress, σ, can be obtained. 

A uniform distribution of the normal stress can be assumed in axially loaded 

specimens, with the exception of the local areas of application of the loads. 

The compressive strength was evaluated after obtaining the planarity of the 

endplates by using an automatic surface grinder (VAM Rettificatrici, Italy). The 

tests were performed in displacement control at 0.5 mm/min, by collecting data at 

20 Hz with a universal testing machine (MTS Insight 5, Minnesota, USA). 
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2.10.2 Flexure (4-point bending) 

The flexural strength is a material property defined as the stress in a material just 

before it yields in a flexure test. The flexural strength would be the same as the 

tensile strength if the material were homogeneous; in fact, most materials have 

small or large defects which act as local stress concentrators, effectively causing a 

localized weakness. 

Ceramics are usually very brittle, and their flexural strength depends on both their 

inherent toughness and the size and severity of flaws.  

In this activity, the flexural strength was calculated by 4-point bending tests: a 

loading force is applied by means of two loading pins with a distance between 

them equal to a half of the distance between the supporting pins (Fig.2.14). 

 
Fig.2.14 – scheme of the 4-point bending test  

 

It should be noted that no specific reference standards are given for 4-point 

bending tests of macroporous ceramic materials, so that only some indications 

were adopted (ASTM C1341-00: Standard Test Method for Flexural Properties of 

Continuous Fiber Reinforced Advanced Ceramic Composites). 

The flexural strength was determined by testing parallelepiped specimens 

(100mm x 20mm x 14mm) for each condition. The planarity of the endplates was 

obtained by using an automatic surface grinder (VAM Rettificatrici, Italy). The tests 

were performed in displacement control at 0.5 mm/min, by collecting data at 20 

Hz with a universal testing machine (MTS Insight 5, Minnesota, USA). 

The resultant state of stress in flexural testing is reported in Fig.2.15. 
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Fig.2.15 – Shear force and bending moment distribution during a 4-point bending test 

 

Despite a stress concentration is assumed to be locally present at the loading 

points, the region of the specimen between the upper pins is characterized by a 

uniform bending moment and null shear stress, leading to to pure bending loading 

(PL/6) in the central part of the specimen. 

Once derived the fracture load, PN, the flexural strength is given by: 

N
2

3 P = a
b d

σ ⋅ ⋅
⋅  

where b and d represent the weigth and the height of the specimens, respectively. 

For each test, the deformation ε has been evaluated on displacement control, δ, 

according to: 

2

6 = d
L
dε ⋅ ⋅  

2.11 Design of Experiments 

In general, the outputs of forming processes are affected by controllable inputs as 

well as a complex interaction of controllable and uncontrollable factors (Fig.2.16). 
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Such factors may be discrete, such as different machines or operators, or 

continuous such as ambient temperature or humidity. 

 
Fig.2.16 – Controllable and uncontrollable factors affecting the processes 

 

The conventional approaches to investigate the effect of process parameters 

involve the single factor variation (One Factor At a Time), that is only one factor or 

variable at a time is changed while keeping others fixed. However, experiments 

designed according to rational statistical methodologies, including the 

simultaneous variation of several factors, are more efficient when studying two or 

more factors (Fig.2.17).  

 

 
Fig.2.17 – Schematic representation of One Factor At a Time vs Design of Experiments 

approaches 
 

The design of experiments (DoE) is a powerful statistical tool to investigate the 

effects of the variation of one or more factors on the final output of the system.  

Nowadays, the DoE approach is adopted by a lot of companies in order to speed up 

the development of new products and processes, as well as to optimize the existing 

forming routes. The correct implementation of DoE may lead to decreased time to 
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market and production costs, while improving both quality and reliability of the 

products.  

The DoE allows practitioners to explicitly model the relationships among the 

numerous variables of systems, enabling decisions at each stage of the problem-

solving process . 

In material science for ceramics, the optimization of forming processes with DoE is 

still its infancy. Such rational approach may elucidate the role of the myriad of 

process parameters typically involved in the ceramic manufacturing. 

A thorough control of variables is particularly requested for the preparation of 

biomaterials, where a simultaneous customization of compositional, morphological 

and mechanical features is requested to meet the clinical needs. 

The advantages of DoE approach can be summarized as follows: 

- It requires less resources (experiments, time, material, etc.) for the amount 

of information obtained. This can be of major importance in industry, where 

experiments can be very expensive and time consuming. 

- The estimates of the effects of each factor are more precise. Using more 

observations to estimate an effect results in higher precision (reduced 

variability) 

- The interaction between factors can be estimated systematically. 

Interactions are not estimable from OFAT experiments. 

- There is experimental information in a larger region of the factor space. 

This improves the prediction of the response in the factor space by reducing 

the variability of the estimates of the response in the factor space, and 

makes process optimization more efficient because the optimal solution is 

searched for over the entire factor space 

A useful tool to investigate the effect of the variation of three parameters is the 

Central Composite Design (CCD) (Fig.2.18). 
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Fig.2.18 – Experimental designs. (a) Half-fractional 23 factorial; (b) full 23 factorial with 
center point; (c) central composite design; (d) face-centered central composite design. 

 

In this activity, the Face-Centered Central Composite Design with five center points 

was adopted: the number of experiments required for the FCCD scheme is given by 

n = 2k +2k + c, where k is the number of factors and c is the number of center 

points [9, 10]. Because it is generally extremely difficult to eliminate bias using 

only their expert judgment, the use of randomization in experiments is common 

practice. A regression analysis of data was also performed, according to the 

following second-order polynomial equation: 

 

where y is the response, xi and xj are the coded factor levels and β0, βi, βii and βij are 

the mean values of constant, linear, quadratic and interaction coefficient, 

respectively. 

The influence of the factors was investigated by contour plots and Pareto charts 

from the regression analysis, using the MATLAB software. 
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The development of porous ceramics is a pivotal target for many relevant 

industrial applications. Particularly in the field of bone surgery, the preparation 

of macroporous bone substitutes for load-bearing bone parts represents one of 

the most challenging application, especially due to the difficulty of expressing 

high bioactivity and bone-like mechanical properties simultaneously.  

Despite a variety of techniques has been investigated so far, the repeatable 

and reliable production of macroporous HA scaffolds with bone-mimicking 

morphology and mechanical strength is still a major challenge. 

In this respect, this chapter firstly focuses on the mechanical evaluation of 

the performance of scaffolds obtained by replica method and then on a novel 

forming process based on direct foaming of ceramic suspensions. The latter, 

here presented for the first time, involves the preparation of micro- and 

macroporous hydroxyapatite-based scaffolds by high-energy planetary ball 

milling (Dapporto et el., A novel route for the synthesis of macroporous 

bioceramics for bone regeneration, Journal of the European Ceramic 

Society 36 (2016) pp. 2383-2388). 

3.1 Preparation of macroporous bioceramic scaffolds 

3.1.1 Replica Method 

A commercial HA powder (Riedel de Haen, Germany) was used to prepare 

adequate slurries for impregnation of cellulose sponges (par.1.3.1.3), according to 

Chapter 3 
MACROPOROUS APATITE-BASED 

SCAFFOLDS 
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[1]. Several steps of sponge manipulation (wringing out, rolling up and twisting) 

were performed to achieve the adequate infiltration of the slurry (Fig.3.1 a-c).

Then, the sponges were dried under mild vacuum conditions at 37°C and sintered 

in order to eliminate the organic matrix of the sponge, while consolidating the final 

apatite-based structures according to the initial sponge morphology (Fig.3.1 d-f). 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

 

Fig.3.1 – The multi-step Replica method 

 

The sintering thermal treatment included an initial debonding step, to slowly 

remove the organic components, without affecting the structural integrity of the 

scaffold (Table 3.I). 
Table 3.I – Sintering process 

Temperature (°C) Temperature rate 
(°C/h) 

25 – 500 (debonding) 50 
500 1 h (dwell time) 

500 - 1250 100 
1250 1 h (dwell time) 
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3.1.2 Direct Foaming Method 

Commercial HA powder (Riedel de Haen, Germany) was calcinated at 1000°C for 5 

hours and sieved under 150 µm. Then, the powder was dispersed in water with 

Dolapix CA (Zschimmer and Schwartz, Germany), according to the weight ratio 

HA:H2O:dispersant=73:23:4.  

A high-energy ball milling treatment, 30 minutes of stirring at 400 rpm 

(Pulverisette 6, Fritsch, Germany), was used for the preparation of the suspension 

in a 250ml zirconia jar with 6 zirconia balls (15mm diameter).  

Afterwards, in respect to the powder amount, a 2 wt% of Olimpicon A (Olimpia 

Tensioattivi, Italy) and 0.7 wt% of W53 (Zschimmer and Schwartz, Germany) were 

added in the suspension as foaming agents. Then, after 5 minutes of rapid stirring 

at 400 rpm the as-obtained foamed suspension was poured in paper moulds and 

dried for 2 days at room temperature to obtain stable ceramic foams.  

Three groups of HA scaffolds with different porosity (hereinafter coded as S1, S2 

and S3) were prepared by varying the air volume into the jar before the last 

stirring.  

Finally, the high-temperature thermal treatment reported in Table 3.II, including 

an initial debonding step, was used to consolidate the scaffolds. 

 
Table 3.II – Sintering process 

Temperature 
(°C) 

Temperature rate 
(°C/h) 

25 - 600 30 
600 - 1250 100 

1250 1 h (dwell time) 
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3.2 Results and Discussion 

3.2.1 Replica method: role of sponge and thermal treatment  

The characterization of sponges with 4 different increasing dry weight, henceforce 

coded 1, 2, 3 and 4, was carried out. The density of the sponges was evaluated by 

dividing the sponge dry weight and the volume of the sponge at 30 minutes after 

immersion in water: a slight increase of density was calculated with increasing the 

initial dry weight (Fig.3.2). 

 
Fig.3.2 – Sponge density measurements 

 

The morphological analysis of the sponges evidenced the presence of a wide pore 

size distribution, ranging from millimiters to few microns (Fig.3.3).  

 

 
Fig.3.3 – Morphological evaluation of the commercial sponge structure.  

Scale bar: 1mm (a), 20 µm (b) 
 

The sponges were impregnated and sintered according to Table 3.I. 
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The effect of different debonding rates (20°C/h, 50°C/h and 100°C/h) on the 

thermal degradation of the impregnated sponges was investigated by 

thermogravimetry analysis, in the range 25-900°C, under nitrogen flow (Fig.3.4). 

 
Fig.3.4 –Thermogravimetric analysis of the sponges, with temperature increasing rates (25-

900°C) 
 

The maximum mass loss rate decreased and moved toward high temperatures 

with increased heating rate, especially around 300°C, according to previous results 

[2, 3].  

It is worthy noting that the mass of char residue increases at low heating rate 

(Table 3.III). This confirms the previous report that the char residue produced 

from the pyrolysis of cellulose increases with longer preheating at the low-

temperature from 250 to 300°C [4].  

 
Tab.3.III – Weight loss of the samples for each heating rate process 

Heating 
rate 

Weight loss (%)  
T>500°C 

Weight loss (%) 
T=900°C 

20°C/h -0.76 -14.22 
50°C/h -0.63 -15.19 
100°C/h -0.81 -15.68 

 

The effects of different debonding heating rate and sponge density on the 4-point 

bending strength of the porous scaffolds were investigated (Fig.3.5). 
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Fig.3.5 – Effect of different debonding heating rate (a) and sponge density (b) on the flexural 

strength of the scaffolds  
 

The flexural strength exhibited a slight decrease with increasing the heating rate 

and increase with increasing the sponge density. A significant difference was only 

detected between the lowest and highest sponge density groups. 

The failure of ceramic materials during testing is greatly affected by the presence 

of defects; in this respect, the diffuse macroporosity of the specimens, eventually 

associated with the unpredictable propagation of other microcracks, negatively 

affected the scaffold’s strength and induced the high data deviation.  

3.2.2 A novel Direct Foaming route 

The specific surface area (SSA) and the mean particle diameter (d50) of the 

powders were analysed before and after the calcination treatment (see Table 3.IV). 

 
Table 3.IV – SSA and d50 measurements of apatite before and after the calcination treatment 

Sample SSA 
(m2/g) 

d50 
(μm) 

HA 62.6 0.5 
Calcinated HA 3.7 1.7 

 

The XRD patterns revealed that each sample is made of pure apatite phase (JCPDS 

Card No.09-0432). As expected, the thermally-treated powders exhibited more 

crystalline patterns, attested by the higher intensity of the XRD peaks as well as the 
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peak narrowing that puts in evidence peak splitting at higher diffraction angles 

due to both CuKα1 and CuKα2 radiations, according to Bragg’s law (Fig.3.6). 

 
Fig.3.6 – XRD patterns of the powders before and after thermal treatments 

 

The rheological behaviour of a ceramic suspension is strongly related to the 

interaction forces among the particles dispersed in water, in particular to the 

balance between the Van der Waals attraction forces and the electrostatic 

repulsive forces [5]. Typically, when ceramic powders are dispersed in water, the 

presence of attraction forces results in powder aggregation, so that the repulsive 

component should be artificially increased to obtain agglomerate-free systems [6-

8]. 

In fact, inadequate dispersion of a powder can favour the formation of 

agglomerates, possibly resulting in microstructural inhomogeneity in the final 

ceramic body and in subsequent micro-cracking after sintering, due to different 

thermal expansion of volumes with aggregated particles in respect to porous 

regions. 

To prevent the formation of agglomerates into the HA suspension, in the present 

work several precautions were taken. Firstly, the calcination treatment of the 

starting HA powder yielded the reduction of the specific surface area of the 

powder (Tab. 3.IV) with formation of more rounded particles. This occurred by 

thermal activation of surface diffusion phenomena inducing only a limited 

coalescence of the primary HA particles thus preventing grain growth [9, 10]. 

Then, the dispersion of the particles in the water suspension was primarily 
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obtained by using ammonium polyacrylate as a dispersant agent, which is a 

synthetic polyelectrolyte that can control the surface charge of the suspended 

powder particles by electrosteric dispersion phenomena [11]. Particularly, in this 

work a low electrolyte concentration was introduced in the aqueous solution, so 

that the molecules were stretched as a consequence of electrostatic repulsions 

along the polymer length and adsorbed onto the powder surface in a thin, flat train 

configuration, without the formation of loops [12, 13]. The as-obtained steric 

barrier, associated to the primarily electrostatic repulsion, contributed to the 

dispersion of the powder particles. 

After obtaining a stable ceramic suspension, the foams were prepared by adding 

anionic tensioactive molecules based on ammonium lauryl sulphate. Upon stirring 

with the planetary mill, the dissociation of lauryl sulphate anions and ammonium 

cations occurred, leading to the formation of spheric micelles, with hydrophilic 

head of the sulphate portion on the outside surface and the hydrophobic tails 

pointing inwards towards the centre. The polar heads reduced the surface tension 

of water by disrupting the hydrogen bonds, favouring the incorporation of air in 

the form of bubbles into the suspension. 

The traditional approach of direct foaming method involves several hours (e.g. 12-

18 hours, typically) of mild ball milling in order to achieve the powder de-

agglomeration and the homogenization of the suspension [14, 15].  

In this work, the novelty is represented by the use of planetary ball milling for a 

quicker preparation of the suspension (the process time was reduced to less than 1 

hour). In this respect, it can be supposed that the improved milling efficiency was 

related to the high-energy ball-ball and ball-wall impacts introduced by the 

planetary milling, especially if the milling jar and balls have higher specific weight 

than the powder dispersed in the slurry [16, 17]. 

The relative density of the cellular solid was determined by the ratio ρc/ρs, that is, 

the density of the cellular material calculated as weight-on-volume ratio (ρc), 

divided by the theoretical density of hydroxyapatite phase (ρs=3.16 g/cm3). The 

porosity of the structures, Φ, was evaluated as Φ = 1-ρc/ρs. 
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The porosity of sintered samples was evaluated by both such geometrical method 

and the Hg intrusion technique, showing comparable results (Table 3.V).  

 
Tab.3.V – Results of the mercury porosimetry analysis 

Sa
m

pl
e 

Porosity 
Φ (%) 

Φ by Hg 
intrusion 

(%) 

Total 
pore 

volume 
(mm3/g) 

Total pore 
surface 

area 
(m2/g) 

Average 
pore 

diameter 
(μm) 

Median 
pore 

diameter 
(μm) 

Modal 
pore 

diameter 
(μm) 

S1 63.0 ± 0.8 65 1001.8 2.2 1.8 164.8 247.2 
S2 76.0 ± 0.7 78 1620.4 2.9 2.1 219.2 748.3 
S3 85.2 ± 0.5 83 1957.4 4.4 2.0 217.7 742.1 
 

With increasing porosity, an increase of the total pore volume and the total pore 

surface area was detected, together with the pores size.  

The porosity of the sintered structures showed also a quasi-linear dependence 

with the ratio between the volume of air in the jar before the final stirring (Vair) 

and the total jar volume (Vjar) (Fig.3.7).  

 

 
Fig. 3.7– Linear relationship between Vair/Vjar and the final porosity of the samples 

 

The reduction in the porosity extent led to a significant increase of both 

compressive strength and Young’s modulus, as reported in Tab.3.VI and Fig.3.8. 

The number of tested specimens was also adequate to implement the Weibull 

analysis: high Weibull moduli were detected for each sample, proving the 

mechanical reliability of the process [18]. 
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Pore characteristics are crucial in bone scaffolds as they strictly determine the 

extent of bone ingrowth. In this respect, the scaffolds developed in this work 

exhibited open and highly interconnected macro/micro-porosity (Tab.3.V and Fig. 

3.9), that can favour cells migration and proliferation, as well as the perfusion of 

physiological fluids [19-23]. 
 

Tab.3.VI – Results of the mechanical characterization 

Sa
m

pl
e 

Number of 
specimens 

Compressive 
strength 

(MPa) 

Young’s 
modulus 

(GPa) 

Weibull 
modulus 

(m) 

Characteristic 
strength 

(σc) 

S1 17 16.3 ± 4.3 2.9 ± 1.1 5.1 17.9 
S2 26 4.3 ± 0.4 1.8 ± 0.2 12.7 4.8 
S3 23 1.7 ± 0.4 0.8 ± 0.3 6.2 2.1 

 
 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig.3.8 – Mechanical characterization of the porous samples: (a) the increase of the 
compressive strength by reducing porosity was fitted by the reported exponential curve 

(R2=1), (b) Weibull plots for each of the 3 groups of samples analyzed in this study  
(*** p < 0.001, **** p < 0.0001). 

 

The SEM micrographs of the samples showed highly-interconnected pores with 

spherical shape (Fig. 3.9a). The good consolidation of the struts is clearly visible 

(Fig. 3.9b). Well-coalesced HA grains are intercalated to micron-size pores as 

detected by SEM investigation at higher magnifications (Fig.3.9c-d), also 

supporting the results of mercury porosimetry (Tab.3.V).  
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig.3.9 – SEM images of the S2 porous samples. The figures (b), (c) and (d) gradually show 
higher magnification of figure (a), as indicated. 

 

A tight cohesion of apatite grains, together with a spherical pore architecture, are 

evident in sintered scaffolds, thus showing that the calcination treatment was 

effective in preserving adequate driving energy to yield extensive surface and 

grain-boundary diffusion towards full neck growth between particles [24] (see Fig. 

3.9). This specific pore architecture may also be the source of the remarkable 

compressive strength of the new scaffolds (Fig. 3.8), that showed higher values 

than those reported in previous papers [9, 15, 18, 25-27]. 
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The use of a high number of samples for mechanical characterization enabled to 

obtain the Weibull modulus, that can be used to evaluate the distribution of the 

strength values, thus the degree of structural homogeneity [28]. The different 

Weibull moduli and statistical deviations of compressive strength data could be 

ascribed to unpredictable flaw-pore interaction effects introduced by machining 

the specimens [28]. In this respect, considering the high porosity of the samples of 

the present study, the obtained Weibull moduli underlined the mechanical 

reliability and reproducibility of the process, if compared with a previously 

reported work [29]. 

The results presented in this work suggested that the application of a direct 

foaming method with careful adjustment of the process parameters, and the use of 

planetary ball milling, can result in a simple and quick approach to generate 

porous bioactive scaffolds with improved mechanical performance, thus 

preventing the need of using additional reinforcing phases for load-bearing 

applications. As also demonstrated in this work, this process can also be 

considered as a reliable tool to customize the porosity and mechanical 

performance of porous HA scaffolds, thus possibly opening to new personalized 

therapies for regeneration of load-bearing bone parts, which still represents a 

clinical need without adequate resolutive solutions. 

To demonstrate construction of a human-sized bone structure, we fabricated a 

cranium fragment in a size and shape similar to what would be needed for 

reconstruction after traumatic injury from CT scan data: the scaffolds were 

provided with adequate mechanical stability to prevent failure during CNC 

processing (subtracting manufacturing) and complex-shape scaffolds potentially 

useful for maxillofacial reconstruction were succesfully prepared. 
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Fig.3.10 – An example of complex-shape sample obtained after CNC prototyping, suitable for 

maxillofacial applications 

3.3 Conclusions 

The preparation of macroporous apatite-based scaffolds was carried out in this 

work via replica and direct foaming methods. 

A slight improvement of the mechanical performance of porous structures 

obtained by impregnation of cellulose sponge (replica method) was obtained by 

increasing the sponge density. 

A new method based on direct foaming was set up and optimized to develop highly 

porous hydroxyapatite bodies with worthy combination of pore volume and 

mechanical properties. The statistical evaluation of the mechanical properties 

enabled to validate the proposed synthesis method in respect to repeatable and 

reliable production of highly porous bone scaffolds. A simple model of the process 

parameters also pointed out the feasibility of flexible design of porous scaffolds 

even for load-bearing applications, thus opening to new personalized therapies. 
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The preparation of porous scaffolds able to support the regeneration of bone tissue 

requires technologies enabling the control of chemistry, morphology and 

mechanical performance of the final scaffolds. Calcium phosphate ceramics (CaPs) 

have been successfully used in bone replacement for more than 50 years but, 

despite a lot of techniques have been proposed to obtain porous structures, the 

achievement of controlled porosity to enhance the cell proliferation, while 

preserving adequate mechanical strength still remains a significant challenge. This 

chapter is focused on my 6-months activity at Imperial College London, where I 

fabricated three dimensional (3D) calcium phosphate scaffolds via robocasting, a 

computer-assisted additive manufacturing approach involving the layer-by-layer 

deposition of material. 

4.1 The robocasting as additive manufacturing approach 

The ability to design and fabricate complex-shape scaffolds is a major issue in bone 

tissue engineering. 

Diverse techniques, such as the use of replica templates (starting from polymeric 

sponges [1] or coral structures [2]), emulsions [3], the use of porogens [4] and 

freeze casting [5], have been used to build porous ceramic scaffolds for tissue 

engineering. 

However, most of them offer only a very limited control of the porosity and are not 

suited to the fabrication of materials with complex shapes. New solid-free-form 

fabrication techniques developed during the past 20 years allow the fabrication of 
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ceramic materials with very complex architectures by following a computer design 

[6]. 

In the 1980s, with the advent of additive manufacturing technologies, many 

applications, including the processing of bioceramic materials, benefited from the 

faster processing of products without the need for specific tooling or molds [7]. 

The 3D printing technology, in particular, was developed in the early 1990s at MIT 

(Cambridge, MA) [8]. 

By using such technologies, the structural architecture can be optimized to 

promote bone regeneration and enhance the mechanical response of the scaffolds 

[9]. Among these, robocasting, a technique that combines an extrusion process 

with a computer-guided positioning system, can be used to build 3D structures 

layer by layer, by extruding a continuous filament. Robocasting inks have to flow 

under stress and recover enough stiffness such that, when the stress is released, 

they can bear both the filament weight and the weight of successive layers. 

Robocasting permits printing with outstanding spatial resolution and has been 

used to print ceramic grids with line and gap diameters varying from hundreds of 

microns to submicron levels. In this respect, the robocasting technique allows the 

tailoring of the overall porosity of the scaffolds, together with the pore size, shape 

and distribution (Fig.4.1). 
 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig.4.1 – A schematic representation of 3D printing by robocasting [10] 
 

In this context, a great deal of research effort was devoted to the preparation of 

inks provided with adequate flowability and viscoelasticity, including the addition 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCImFqtvp4sgCFYG_FAod6NMNug&url=http://www.nature.com/nmat/journal/v14/n1/abs/nmat4089.html&psig=AFQjCNHBckTk0JV3vo2J9eStghRbW__UZA&ust=1446041250538769
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCImFqtvp4sgCFYG_FAod6NMNug&url=http://www.nature.com/nmat/journal/v14/n1/abs/nmat4089.html&psig=AFQjCNHBckTk0JV3vo2J9eStghRbW__UZA&ust=1446041250538769�
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of coagulant agents [11]. These inks have a very low organic content and can be 

printed inside a non-wetting oil bath, avoiding the appearance of tensions derived 

from uneven drying [12]. However, the achievement of adequate rheological 

performance of the inks requires the tuning of several parameters, including the 

powder content and particle size, the organic binder amount and the pH. In 

particular, the latter can be a problem when the printing of calcium phosphates is 

demanded, especially because on their pH-dependent solubility. The binder, which 

can be organic or water-based, locally binds the particles and hardens the wetted 

area, or results in a reaction similar to the hydraulic setting reaction in cements 

[13].  

The main objective of this work was to design a flexible ink formulation approach 

to print a wide range of calcium phosphates. This would enable the fabrication of 

rigid scaffolds with composition and microstructure optimized for specific 

applications. 

In this activity, I prepared 3D complex-shape micro- and macroporous β-TCP 

scaffolds by robotic assisted deposition (3D Inks, USA). 

4.2 Preparation of calcium phosphate pastes for robocasting 

The preparation of β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) suspensions to obtain micro- 

and macroporous scaffolds by robocasting involved the functionalization of the 

powder particles with a branched copolymer surfactant (BCS). 

Commercial β-TCP powders (Keramat, Spain) were dispersed in water-based 

suspensions containing different amounts of BCS, according to the volume ratio 

powder:water suspensions=43:57 and mild ball milled for 24 hours after addition 

of alumina-based milling spheres. 

The BCS is based on methyl methacrylic acid (MAA) and polyethylene glycol 

methacrylate (PEGMA) with hydrophobic dodecanethiol (DDT) chain ends and 

ethylene glycol di-methacrylate (EGDMA) as cross linker [14-16] (Fig.4.2a). 
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Fig.4.2 - a) BCS structure showing the branch functionalities. b) pH-triggered assembly of an 

oil-in-water emulsified suspension of BCS functionalized ceramic particles. c) The BCS–
particle–droplet and BCS–particle interactions. d) Evolution of the viscoelastic (G’,G’’) 

properties of an emulsified suspension with changing pH, illustrating the assembly process. 
Examples of ceramic structures fabricated through responsive self-assembly: E) porous SiC 

from an emulsion and F) sintered highly dense (>99% of the theoretical value) alumina [17]. 
 

This amphiphilic molecule can segregate to oil–water interfaces, stabilizing them 

[16]. Furthermore, the branched architecture ensures that each molecule contains 

multiple potential points of attachment to the surface of an inorganic particle to 

functionalize it and promote its segregation to oil–water interfaces in an emulsion 

(Fig.4.2 b,c). 

Attachment and functionalization occurs by the following mechanisms: 1) The 

interactions of the hydrophobic chain ends (DDT) on the surfaces; 2) the 

electrostatic interaction between the carboxylic anions in the MAA residues (COO-) 

with the positively charged particle surfaces; and 3) the establishment of chemical 

covalent bonding between the carboxylic residues and the metal oxides on the 

surface of the particles. 

The functionalization of the ceramic particles with BCS leads to the creation of 

smart inorganic particles that can self-disperse or assemble to form a network 
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under pH control (Fig.4.2b,c,d). The branched architecture of BCS ensures that 

each molecule contains multiple potential points of attachment to the surface of 

the inorganic particles, promoting also the segregation to oil–water interfaces. 

The addition of a pH-switch triggers a sort of particles coagulation, which 

promotes the tight packing of the ceramic particles (Fig.4.2b). When allowed to 

dry, the oil phase is eliminated from our material, and we obtain this porosity as a 

consequence of the oil templating. 

A similar process allows the fabrication of strong materials with complex shapes 

and a wide range of architectures from dense to foams with closed or open cells 

[17] (Fig.4.2 e,f). 

The suspensions were also emulsified with Decane (Sigma Aldrich) at 50 vol% and 

stirred at 24k rpm (T25 Ultra-Turrax, IKA, Germany) in order to induce the 

formation of microbubbles into the suspension, while Glucono-δ-Lactone (GdL) 

(Sigma Aldrich) was finally added as pH-trigger. 

The pH and rheological performance of suspensions and emulsions were analyzed 

after the preparation and 72 hours after the addition of GdL. 

The influence of different BCS (wt%), pH-trigger (wt%) and stirring times on the 

pH, viscosity and Yield stress of the inks was evaluated according to a Design of 

Experiment (DoE) approach (Face Centered Central Composite scheme (FCCCD)) 

(Table 4.I). 

 
Table 4.I – Input parameters (coded levels) and output parameters of the FCCCD scheme    

INPUT PARAMETERS -1 0 +1 OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
A BCS concentration (wt%) 2 4 8 pH 

Viscosity 
Yield stress (Pa) 

B GdL concentration (wt%/vol%) 1 2 4 
C Emulsification time (min) 0 2,5 5 

 

Regression analysis of data, contour plots and Pareto charts were obtained with 

MATLAB software.   

The  phase composition of suspensions and emulsions was also performed before 

and after sintering (Table 4.II) and the microstructure of the scaffolds was finally 

analyzed by scanning electron microscopy. 
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Table 4.II – Sintering treatment 

Temperature  
(°C) 

Rate increase  
(°C/min) 

Dwell time  
(hours) 

0-500 1 - 
500 - 2 

500-989 5 - 
989 - 1 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

The suspensions exhibited basic pH (8.6-9.2) and appeared well-dispersed, 

probably due to the steric and electrostatic stabilization provided by the 

functionalities in the branches (EG and MAA). 

Only a slight  decrease of the pH was observed even quadrupling the BCS amount, 

probably due to the polymer buffer properties [17] (Fig.4.3). On the other hand, 

the increase in BCS reflected in the increase of the suspensions’ viscosity . 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig.4.3 – pH and viscosity of the suspensions, with increasing the amount of BCS 

 

No statistical difference was observed among the zeta-potential of the suspensions 

at different pH (titration test), probably due to the buffer property of the polymer.  

 
Fig.4.4 – Zeta potential of the suspensions with increasing the amount of BCS 
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The analysis of the viscoelasticity  evidenced an increase of both Storage and Loss 

moduli, while no Yield stress was detected (Fig.4.5). 

 
Fig.4.5 – Viscoelastic properties of the suspensions 

 

The loss moduli, higher than the storage moduli, confirmed the prevalent fluid 

behavior of the suspensions. After the addition of GdL, a significant decrease of the 

pH was observed (Fig.4.6). 

 

 
Fig.4.6 – pH of the suspensions with increasing of GdL 

 

The lowest pH were detected for the suspensions with lower amount of BCS; this is 

in agreement with a previous work, in which it was stated that, because of the 

buffer polymer, larger BCS concentrations lead to longer aggregation times, so 

slower pH drop [17]. 

The addition of GdL determined also an increase of the viscosity (Fig.4.7): the 

highest viscosity was exhibited by the lowest BSC suspensions. This is actually in 
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agreement with the pH results (Fig.4.6), as lower pH determines higher 

aggregation of the powder particles and higher viscosity.  

 
Fig.4.7 – Viscosity of the suspensions with increasing the GdL 

 

The rheological tests showed an increase of both Storage and Loss moduli while 

increasing the GdL amount: in particular, the higher viscosity of BCS2 reflected 

also in the highest G’. No yield stress was detected. 

 

 
Fig.4.8 – Viscoelastic properties of the suspensions, after addition of GdL 

 

The viscoelasticity tests were in accordance with the viscosity measurements: if 

only 1wt%/vol of GdL is added, the suspensions with higher amount of BCS exhibit 

higher viscosity and dynamic mechanical performance, but increasing the amount 

of GdL the result is reversed (Fig.4.7-4.8). 

However, it should be noted that a slight sedimentation of the powder occurred, 

leading to partial solid/liquid demixing: it was hypothesized that within 72 hours 

the GdL is able to induce extensive ceramic particles aggregation, by turning away 

the water molecules around the particles. For that reason, the rheological tests 

were partially negatively affected. 
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After the emulsification of the suspensions with decane, the oil droplets were 

stabilized by a synergetic combination of the BCS molecules in the liquid and the 

functionalized particles, both of which attach to the oil–water interface. 

The emulsification induced an increase of the viscosity, if compared with the 

suspensions (Fig.4.9); in addition, the effect of both stirring time and BCS 

concentration on the rheological performance was separately evaluated, indicating 

a slight prevalence of BCS in increasing the viscosity. 

 

 
Fig.4.9 – Viscosity tests of the emulsions, by varying stirring time and BCS amount 

 

The viscoelasticity analysis of the emulsions showed also a slight increase of the 

storage and loss modulus with increasing the amount of BSC (Fig.4.10), while a 

higher increase of the yield stress (here approximated by the intersection between 

the two curves) also occurred. 

 
Fig.4.10 – Storage and Loss modulus of the emulsions, after 2.5 and 5 minutes of 

emulsification 
 

At high pH, both suspensions and emulsions were mainly fluid. After the addition 

of GdL, a homogeneous decrease of pH occured (due to the hydrolysis of GdL to 
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gluconic acid [15, 18, 19]), while increasing the viscosity (due to the formation of 

multiple links between the BCS-functionalized particles). 

The effect of different BCS (wt%), GdL (wt%) and stirring times on the pH, 

viscosity and Yield stress of the β-TCP emulsions was assessed according to the 

Design of Experiment scheme reported in Table 4.III. 

 
Table 4.III – The full factorial FCCD scheme implemented in this study 

A B C AB AC BC A2 B2 C2 pH 
(after 72h GdL) 

Viscosity 
(constant shear rate 50s-1 

after 96h GdL) 
[Pa * s] 

Yield stress 
(after 96h GdL) 

[Pa] 

-1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5,00 4,00 4 
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 6,34 5,00 5 
-1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 4,34 12,00 56 
1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 4,78 48,00 300 
-1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 5,02 20,00 110 
1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 6,14 26,00 125 
-1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 4,51 60,00 300 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4,73 95,00 380 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,02 22,00 50 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,24 23,00 51 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,02 22,00 52 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4,55 21,00 20 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 5,01 20,00 75 
0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5,78 15,00 24 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4,66 43,00 120 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4,90 5,00 35 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4,72 32,00 250 

 

The regression analysis of data is reported in Table 4.IV. 
Table 4.IV – Summary of the regression analysis of data 

 pH Viscosity Yield stress 
Coefficient p-value Coefficient p-value Coefficient p-value 

Constant 
A 
B 
C 
AB 
AC 
BC 
A2 
B2 
C2 

4.98 
0.36 
-0.52 
-0.02 
-0.23 
-0.05 
0.04 
-0.12 
0.32 
-0.09 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.64 
0.00 
0.36 
0.52 
0.23 
0.01 
0.35 

19.98 
7.70 
18.81 
15.90 
8.00 
0.50 
7.25 
2.28 
10.77 
0.27 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.83 
0.01 
0.56 
0.02 
0.94 

51.00 
39.50 
88.80 
76.50 
38.50 
-18.75 
12.25 
-3.50 
21.00 
91.50 

0.02 
0.01 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.22 
0.41 
0.89 
0.41 
0.01 

R2 
R2 (adj)  

96 % 
92 % 

95% 
91% 

95 % 
88 % 
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To maximize the responses, the factors with positive coefficients should be 

increased and those with negative coefficients should be decreased. 

Considering only the coefficients with p<0.05, the regression models for pH, 

viscosity and yield stress were: 
Table 4.V – Regression models of the output parameters (considering p<0.05) 

Output parameters Regression model 

pH  2 

Viscosity 
   2 

Yield stress (   2 

  

On the basis of the regression analysis results, a Pareto chart was also 

implemented to show the most effective input parameters on the outputs 

(Fig.4.11).  

 
Fig.4.11 – Pareto charts of the data 

It was observed that the parameter which mainly affects pH, viscosity and yield 

stress of the emulsions is the GdL concentration. Moreover, both the viscosity and 

yield stress are secondly affected by the emulsification time, more than the BCS 

concentration. As shown, the interactions among the input parameters were also 

significant.  

Contour plots were generated from the model equations obtained in the regression 

analysis (Fig.4.12), in which the blue and red colors refer to lower and higher 

values of the response, respectively. 
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Fig.4.12 – Contour plots of data 

 

The two dimensional contour plots are a series of curves of constant response for 

different combinations of factor levels. Such diagrams illustrate the change in 

properties when two or more variables change together and allow predictions to 

be made for combinations not actually run in the experiment. The significant 

interactions between the parameters are easily observable where the contour lines 

diverge from horizontal or vertical trends. 

The phase composition analysis of some formulations of suspensions and 

emulsions before and after sintering is reported in Fig.4.13. 
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Fig.4.13 – Effect of BCS and GdL on the phase composition 

 

Generally, the calcium phosphates solubility is strongly dependent on the pH: the 

solubility increases with lowering the pH. In this respect, with increasing the GdL 

amount, the dissolution of the βTCP followed the pH lowering, leading to the 

formation of hydroxyapatite (HA) and brushite (CaHPO4*2H2O). 

The formation of brushite was higher when lower amount of BCS was present; this 

is in agreement with the pH results (Fig.4.6), as larger amount of BCS induce 

slower pH drop. 

Due to the difficulty in printing ink formulation with lower amount of BCS, it was 

supposed that the polymer content greatly enhances the ink stability, but may also 

results in larger microporosity and lower mechanical strength. 

After the thermal treatment, the brushite was fully reconverted into βTCP and HA. 

Due to the difficulty in printing ink formulation with lower amount of BCS, it was 

supposed that the polymer content greatly enhances the ink stability, but may also 

results in larger microporosity and lower mechanical strength. 

The most reliable, fully injectable ink formulation for robocasting was identified as 

the one containing BCS (8wt%), GdL (2wt%) and emulsified for 5 minutes 

(Fig.4.14). 
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pH 5.3 ± 0.2 
Viscosity (Pa*s) 28 
Yield Stress (Pa) 160 

Fig.4.14 – Rheological performance of the most reliable ink formulation for robocasting 
 

This emulsion was deposited in a layer-by-layer sequence to directly write 

complex 3D patterns able to mimic the spongy bone architecture surrounded by an 

external cortical bone layer (Fig.4.15). 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig.4.15 – Preparation of the scaffolds via robocasting (a) and macroscopic view of the 
robocasted scaffolds, after sintering (b) 

 

The inks were deposited through cylindrical nozzles of diameter d=510µm at a 

constant linear printing speed of 20 mm/s. A layer spacing ∆z=0.80d was 

implemented to promote intimate contact between the layers. The emulsion was 

successfully extruded without demixing or decohesion. No collapse of the struts 

occurred after drying for 3 hours at room temperature followed by drying for 24 

hours at 37°C. 

After the sintering treatment (Tab.4.II), the structure exhibited interpenetrated 

struts associated with an extensive microporosity (Fig.4.16). 
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Fig.4.16 – Microstructure of the sintered robocasted structures 

 

The extensive microporosity resulted from the oil templating can favour cell 

attachment and proliferation, as well as the perfusion by physiological fluids [20-

22]. 

The mechanical performance of ceramic materials are strictly related to the 

density of the green body (semifinished sample before thermal treatment), as well 

as the micro- and macroporosity.  

The macroporosity of the robocasted specimens was determined by geometrical 

method: the relative density was determined by the ratio ρc/ρs, that is, the density 

of the cellular material calculated as weight-on-volume ratio (ρc), divided by the 

theoretical density of β-TCP phase (ρs=3.08 g/cm3). The porosity of the structures, 

Φ, was evaluated as Φ = 1-ρc/ρs.  

In addition, in order to investigate the microporosity of the struts, parallelepiped 

molds were filled with the same ink formulation used for robocasting. After 

appropriate drying and sintering, the porosity of the struts was evaluated by 

geometrical method and the compressive strength was evaluated by uniaxial 

loading of parallelepiped specimens (11 x 6 x 3 mm) with a preload of 0.5N (Table 

4.VI). 
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Table 4.VI – Porosity and mechanical performance of struts and robocasted samples 

 Total 
Porosity 

(%) 

Compressive 
strength 

(MPa) 

Young’s 
Modulus 

(GPa) 

Strut 66.7 ± 0.5 4.50 ± 0.96 0.15 ± 0.02 

Robocasted 80.2 ± 0.8 1.77 ± 0.41 0.11 ± 0.02 

 

The strength of the robocasted scaffolds is comparable with the typical values 

attributed to trabecular bone [23]. 

Despite the optimal reproducibility and structural homogeneity of such robocasted 

scaffolds, the reported mechanical performance are not actually able to meet the 

requirements for load-bearing bone applications. In this respect, it can be 

envisaged that the further reduction of the struts microporosity (e.g. increase of 

powder content, optimization of the emulsification process) may lead to the 

improvement of the final mechanical strength. 

4.4 Conclusions 

βTCP-based colloidal inks suitable for the preparation of 3D printed scaffolds by 

robotic-assisted deposition were successfully prepared by Branched Copolymer 

Surfactant (BCS) solutions, emulsification with decane and pH manipulation with 

Glucono-δ-lactone (GdL). A Design of Experiment approach was implemented to 

evaluate the role of BCS, GdL and stirring time on the pH, viscosity and yield stress 

of the colloidal inks. It was observed that the GdL mainly affects the pH, viscosity 

and yield stress of the emulsions. Some interactions among the factors were also 

detected. Microporosity can play a key role in determining the biological response 

to the materials, but also negatively affects the strength of the scaffold. In this 

respect, further experiments are required to improve the close packing of the 

powder particles, thus leading to the increase of the final mechanical performance. 

A similar approach can be promising to the accurate manipulation of the 

microstructure and composition of the ceramic scaffolds, allowing the fabrication 

of materials with tailored features for specific applications. 
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The calcium phosphate bone cements (CPCs) have been widely studied in the last 

decades as injectable materials for minimally invasive surgery to assist the 

regeneration of bone. In this chapter, the preparation of a novel Sr-doped apatitic 

formulation is reported: Sr-substituted αTCP phases, designed to be the unique 

cement inorganic precursors, were prepared and mixed with appropriate amount 

of sodium alginate solutions.  

A chemico-physical, morphological, mechanical and biological characterization was 

carried out on the formulation complying with the clinical requirements, in 

comparison with a polymer-free commercial CPC. The effect of chemical 

composition and some processing parameters on the setting times and 

compressive strength of Sr-containing apatitic bone cements was also investigated 

according to a Design of Experiment approach. 

5.1 Preparation of Sr-doped Calcium Phosphate bone cements (CPCs) 

In the development of CPCs, the method based on the hydrolysis and 

transformation of α-Ca3(PO4)2 (αTCP) into elongated calcium-deficient 

hydroxyapatite (CD-HA) particles is particularly interesting and promising [1]. 

However, due to critical synthesis conditions, commercial α-TCP, reagent or 

biomedical grade, are very scarce. This forces researchers and developers to 

synthesize it themselves. 

It is well documented that some ionic substitutions may exert a drastic effect on 

the thermodynamic relationships between α- and β-TCP [2]. For example, partial 
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substitution of Mg for Ca in TCP increases the thermal stability of the β-phase and 

gives rise to a binary phase field where β + α-TCP solid solutions coexist [3]. 

In the same way, partial substitutions of Zn and Sr ions for Ca have a similar effect 

to Mg [4]. In order to locally evoke a specific cellular response based on the cell–

material interaction, nowadays the research on bone cements is focused on the 

synthesis of ion-doped calcium phosphate cements able to transform into ion-

doped apatite upon injection. 

Among the various ions, strontium has been proposed to possess both a bone 

formation stimulating and at the same time anti-resorptive effect and is thus used 

in systemic osteoporosis therapy [5] (Fig.5.1). 

 

 
Fig.5.1 - Effects of Sr2+ ions on bone metabolism: stimulation of osteoblastprecursor 
proliferation and osteogenic differentiation (1), increase of bone mineralization by 

osteoblasts (2), reduced osteoclast-precursor recruitment and osteoclastogenesis (3), 
decreased resorption activity and increased apoptosis of mature osteoclasts (4) as well as 

interaction with the osteoblast/osteoclast paracrine signalling (5) [6]. 
 

5.1.1 Synthesis and characterization of Sr-αTCP phases 

Sr-substituted α-TCP powders with different strontium content (i.e. Sr/(Ca+Sr) = 0, 

2, 5, 10 mol%, henceforth coded as Sr0, Sr2, Sr5 respectively) were synthesized by 

solid state reaction of stoichiometric amounts of calcium carbonate (CaCO3, Carlo 

Erba, Italy), calcium hydrogen phosphate (CaHPO4, Sigma Aldrich) and strontium 

carbonate (SrCO3, Carlo Erba, Italy) [7, 8], following the reaction: 
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During the thermal treatment, the decomposition of the initial reactants occurs, 

according to: 

CaCO3  CaO + CO2 

2CaHPO4  Ca2P2O7 + H2O + CO2 

Ca2P2O7 + CaO  Ca3(PO4)2  

The powders were firstly dry mixed for 30 minutes, then uniaxially pressed to 

form pellets, and finally treated at 1400 °C for 1 hour (Fig.5.2). 

 
Fig.5.2 – FCN Furnace with mobile crucible (Nannetti, Faenza, Italy) 

 

After the firing, the pellet was removed from the hot furnace and placed in a large 

pan where it was rapidly crushed with a pestle within a few seconds. Then, the 

final product was ground, sieved under 150µm and further milled by planetary 

mono mill (Pulverisette 6 classic line, Fritsch, Germany) (Fig.5.3).  

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig.5.3 – Planetary mono mill Pulverisette 6 classic line, Fritsch, Germany (a); schematic 
diagram of the planetary ball mill and the jar (b) 

https://www.google.it/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCJ6Qmd6Ss8gCFcLHFAodIiUMgg&url=http://www.scielo.br/scielo.php?pid%3DS1516-14392014000300034%26script%3Dsci_arttext&psig=AFQjCNHTGB4VXchjM9NirQ2MoM9ZiwVtuQ&ust=1444401076632431
https://www.google.it/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCJ6Qmd6Ss8gCFcLHFAodIiUMgg&url=http://www.scielo.br/scielo.php?pid%3DS1516-14392014000300034%26script%3Dsci_arttext&psig=AFQjCNHTGB4VXchjM9NirQ2MoM9ZiwVtuQ&ust=1444401076632431�
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The planetary ball mill owes its name to the planet-like movement of its vial (s) 

(Fig.5.3). Since the vials and the supporting disc rotate in opposite directions, the 

centrifugal forces alternatively act in like and opposite directions. This causes the 

milling balls to run down the inside wall of the vial – the friction effect, followed by 

the material being milled and milling balls lifting by of and travelling freely 

through the inner chamber of the vial and colliding against the opposite inside wall 

[9]. 

The transfer of mechanical energy to the powder particles results in introduction 

of strain into the powder through generation of dislocations and other defects 

which act as fast diffusion paths. Additionally, refinement of particle and grain 

sizes occurs, and consequently the diffusion distances are reduced. Further, a slight 

rise in powder temperature occurs during milling. 

The powders were dispersed in pure ethanol, to inhibit αTCP transitions to 

hydrated phases, while preserving the heating of the material during milling. The 

powders were milled for 50 minutes at 400 rpm using a zirconia jar with 5 mm 

diameter grinding media (ball-to-powder weight ratio = 2). 

5.1.2 Synthesis of aqueous setting solutions 

In this work, aqueous solutions containing 5%wt of Na2HPO4 (Sigma Aldrich), 

enriched with 2 wt% of sodium alginate (Alginic Acid Sodium Salt from Brown 

Algae, Sigma Aldrich) were prepared and mixed with the powders to obtain the 

cements.  

5.1.3 Liquid-On-Powder Ratio And Mixing Procedure 

The microstructure and porosity of CPCs can be tuned by adjusting some 

processing parameters, such as the particle size of the powder phase and the 

liquid-on-powder ratio (L/P). The reactivity of the powder increases when 

decreasing its particle size, due to an increase in its specific surface area [10]. This 

results in a higher supersaturation degree achieved in the cement paste, which 

favors crystal nucleation and results in the precipitation of more numerous and 

smaller needle-like crystals, instead of the larger plate-like crystals formed when 
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big particles are used. These different microstructures give rise to different pore 

size distributions in the set cements (Fig.5.4). 

 
Fig.5.4 – Effect of particle size and liquid-on-powder ratio on the CPC microstructure [10] 

 

For the same L/P ratio and different powder size, the total porosity of the cement 

remains constant, but smaller pores are formed in the fine cement (i.e. using small 

particles). Another way of tuning the porosity and the pore size distribution of the 

CPCs is by varying the L/P ratio. At low L/P ratios the space between particles in 

the blend decreases. Considering that the precipitation of HA crystals takes place 

surrounding the initial powder particles, this leads to a more compact structure of 

crystal agglomerates. In contrast, when the L/P ratio increases, the total porosity 

of the cements increases and larger pores are formed due to the augmented 

separation between aggregates resulting from the larger distance between the 

original α-TCP particles. 

In this work, a formulation able to meet the clinical requirements in terms of 

setting times was prepared with L/P=0.48 and a robust characterization was 

performed in comparison with a commercial polymer-free CPC (KyphOs FS™, 

Medtronic Spine LLC, Minneapolis, MN, USA) [1]. The investigation of chemical 

composition and some powder milling parameters on the setting times and 

compressive strength of the cements was also carried out with L/P=0.55, to ensure 

the complete injectability of cements with different particle size precursors. 
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The mixing procedures of the cement components was optimized in order to 

define a repeatable protocol suitable for the operating theatre, by adopting a 

commercial Bone Cement Delivery System equipment (P-system, Medmix, 

Switzerland) (Fig.5.5). 

 

  
Fig.5.5 – Bone Cement Delivery System equipment (P-system, Medmix, Switzerland) 

 

Before mixing, solid and liquid components were also treated with γ irradiation 

(25 kGy) and autoclaving (121 °C for 20 minutes), respectively, in order to produce 

sterile materials with a repeatable procedure for the operating theatre. 

5.2 Results and Discussion 

5.2.1 Characterization of the Sr-doped CPCs 

The chemical analysis of the Sr-αTCP phases confirmed the presence of strontium 

in amounts very close to the nominal composition of the starting mixture (Table 

5.I).  
Table 5.I. Chemical analysis of the cements precursor powders 

Cement 
Nominal 

Sr/(Ca+Sr) 
(mol%) 

Actual composition 

Ca/P 
(mol) 

(Sr + Ca)/P 
(mol) 

Sr/(Ca+Sr) 
(mol %) 

Sr0 0 1.51 ± 0.01 1.51 ± 0.03 0 

Sr2 2 1.44 ± 0.02 1.46 ± 0.02 1.91 ± 0.03 

Sr5 5 1.40 ± 0.03 1.46 ± 0.02 4.95 ± 0.02 

KyphOs - 1.24 ± 0.01 1.26 ± 0.03 2.67 ± 0.02 
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The phase composition and the lattice parameters of the precursor powders were 

investigated by X-ray diffraction patterns, evidencing peaks mainly ascribed to α-

TCP and β-TCP phases (Fig.5.6).  

 
Fig.5.6 – XRD patterns of the cement precursor powders. Peaks legend: Sr-αTCP (•), Sr-βTCP 

(□), HA (x), SrCO3 (*), Mg3(PO4)2 (○), MgHPO4 (+) 
 

The Sr-doped powders prepared in this work exhibited only a slight increase in the 

amount of βTCP phase with increasing the strontium content (estimated between 

8wt% and 12wt%). Conversely, the KyphOs cement also contained SrCO3, 

Mg3(PO4)2 and MgHPO4 phases, as reported in [1].  

The formation of Sr-αTCP precursors upon solid state synthesis at high 

temperature and subsequent fast cooling was accompanied by crystallization of 

the βTCP polymorph, thermodynamically stable below 1125 °C [11, 12], especially 

due to the presence of strontium, which has a recognized ability to promote the 

βTCP formation [3, 13]. However, in spite βTCP did not take active part to the 

setting mechanisms, its presence in small amounts did not hamper significantly the 

setting properties of the cement, thus successfully achieving setting times 

compliant with the requirements relevant for the clinical practice. 

The phase composition and the lattice parameters of the cements, obtained after 7 

days of immersion in Hanks’ balanced salt solution (H6648, Sigma Aldrich) at 37°C, 

were investigated by Bruker D8 Advance. 
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The diffraction patterns of the cements evidenced the complete transformation of 

αTCP into nanocrystalline HA (Fig. 5.7) after 7 days of soaking, while βTCP content 

remained unchanged. 

 

 
Fig.5.7 – XRD patterns of the hardened cements, 7 days after soaking.  

Peaks legend: Sr-αTCP (•), Sr-βTCP (□), HA (x), SrCO3 (*), Mg3(PO4)2 (○), MgHPO4 (+) 
 

A slight and continuous peaks shift towards higher d values was also detected with 

increasing the Sr amount. The control cement exhibited SrCO3, Mg3(PO4)2 and 

MgHPO4 phases in addition to αTCP and βTCP, as reported elsewhere [1]. The 

cements developed in this work underwent complete transformation of αTCP into 

HA after 7 days of soaking, whereas the control cement still exhibited peaks 

belonging to the precursor phases, thus indicating incomplete transformation 

(Fig.5.6). 

The injectability of the cements was qualitatively evaluated by measuring the 

amount of cement in the syringe after extrusion, according to [14]. The initial and 

final setting times of the cements (henceforth indicated as Tin and Tfin, 

respectively) were evaluated by using Gillmore apparatus (Fig.5.8), according to 

ASTM C266-99, testing 5 specimens for each composition, upon immersion in 

Hanks’ solution at 37 °C. 
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Fig.5.8 – Gillmore apparatus to measure the setting times of cements 

The cements showed complete injectability after extrusion through 13 Gauges 

needles, i.e. the totality of the paste could be extruded from the syringe without de-

mixing; it was also found that the setting times were strongly influenced by the 

amount of incorporated strontium (Table 5.II).  

 
Table 5.II. Initial and final setting times of the cements. 

Cement Tin 
(minutes) 

Tfin 
(minutes) 

Sr0 9 ± 2 14 ± 2 

Sr2 11 ± 2 22 ± 3 

Sr5 29 ± 4 47 ± 5 

KyphOs 12 ± 2 23 ± 1 

 

The average domain size of the crystalline phases was 270 ± 40 nm for αTCP and 

75 ± 15 nm for βTCP. No significant variations of the domain size of TCP 

polymorphs in function of the Sr content was detected. In the HA phase the peak 

width of (300) and (002) reflections (d ≅ 2.72 and 3.44 Å, respectively) were 

separately evaluated, thus achieving the size of coherent domains along both the 

ab plane and the c axis. It was found that the introduction of strontium induce a 

slight increase of the domain sizes (Fig.5.9a) and cell volume (Fig.5.9b), associated 

also with slight crystal deformation (Fig. 5.9c). 

 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjXyrKL3YbKAhVMVxoKHfG3DCQQjRwIBw&url=http://www.zealinternational.com/cement/zi1006.asp&psig=AFQjCNEZyPhrzZbzFuyMmf6aev05K1wJbA&ust=1451672878795190
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Fig.5.9 - a) Size of the coherent domain of the HA lattice along the (002) and (300) directions; 

b) cell volume of HA phase in Sr-HA cements; c) c/a ratio vs. Sr content in Sr-HA cements. 
 

In respect to the effect of strontium doping, a retard in the setting behaviour has 

been observed (Tab.3), thus confirming the actual substitution in the HA lattice, as 

also previously observed by [6, 15]. Strontium substitution in the HA lattice was 

also confirmed by the increase of cell volume, highlighted by the general shift of 

XRD peaks towards higher d values with increasing the Sr amount, due to the 

larger ionic radius of strontium, if compared with calcium (Sr2+ ionic radius = 

0.113 nm; Ca2+ ionic radius = 0.099 nm) [8]. Besides, the introduction of strontium 

ions provoked a slight deformation of the HA lattice, thus resulting in anisotropic 

crystal growth along the c axis, as highlighted by the progressive increase of c/a 

with the strontium content (Fig.5.9c), whereas the general domain size was not 

significantly affected by the strontium concentration in the calcium crystals sites, 

at least up to 5 mol% (Fig.5.8a).  This finding further supports the actual Sr-

substitution in the HA lattice, as also evidenced by [16]. 

Then, the biocompatibility of the cements was preliminarily assessed in 

collaboration with the biologists of ISTEC-CNR. In this respect, human osteoblast-

like cell line, MG63 cell line, purchased from Lonza (Italy) were cultured in 

Dulbecco Modified Eagle’s (DMEM)/F12 Medium (Gibco), containing penicillin-

streptomycin (100 U/ml-100 µg/ml) supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum 

(FBS) and kept at 37°C in an atmosphere of 5% CO2. For the experiments, cells 

were plated at 1.5×104/cm2 and cultured for up to 3 days. Cement discs were 

sterilized with 3 washes in ethanol 70 % for 20 min followed by 3 washes in PBS 

1X for 10 min each. Samples were then air dried and sterilized by UV irradiation 

for 30 min per side under laminar flow hood and preconditioned for three days in 
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cell culture medium supplemented with FBS and penicillin-streptomycin. 

Live/Dead assay and cell morphological evaluation was also performed according 

to [17]. 

The intracellular esterase activity and plasma membrane integrity were preserved. 

A very high ratio of viable cells was seen with no significant differences among the 

tested cements. Only few dead cell (stained in red) were observed (Fig.5.10a-c). 

Analysis of cell morphology carried out with SEM reported similar results: Fig. 

5.10d show a nearly complete coverage of Sr2 cement by cells, whereas Fig. 5.10e 

shows a detail of cell plasma extension. 

 

 
Fig.5.10 - In vitro study - Cell viability was analysed by the Live/Dead assay. Calcein AM 

stains for live cells in green, EthD-1 stains for dead cells in red. (A) Sr0%; (B) Sr2% and (C) 
Sr5% (scale bars: 100µm). Analysis of cell morphology assessed by SEM, (D) MG63 grown for 
3 days on Sr2% surface (scale bar: 50 µm), with a detail of cell plasma extensions (E) (scale 

bar: 20 µm). 
 

A good biocompatibility of the KyphOs cement, already used in clinical 

applications, was previously assessed [18, 19]. On this basis, Sr2 was selected for 

in vivo testing, as Sr-doped formulation with setting behaviour compliant with the 

requirements for the clinical practice. 

The compressive strength and Young’s modulus of cements were evaluated by 

testing cylindrical specimens (diameter = 8mm; height = 17mm) after 1 and 3 days 

soaking in Hanks’ balanced salt solution at 37 °C. Five specimens were tested for 
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each cement and timepoint by using a universal testing machine (MTS Insight 5, 

Minnesota, USA) with a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min. The Young’s modulus was 

approximated by calculating the slope of the linear, elastic portion of the stress–

strain curves. The porosity percentage was evaluated on the cylindrical specimens 

immersed in Hanks’ balanced salt solution at 37°C for 3 days, as P=1-ρ/ρ0, where ρ 

is the cement density calculated as weight-on-volume ratio and ρ0 is the theoretical 

density of the hydroxyapatite phase (3.16 g/cm3).  

As setting times shorter than 30 minutes are usually required for clinical 

applications, [20, 21] only Sr0 and Sr2, in comparison with KyphOs, were 

mechanically tested (see Table 2) on cylindrical specimens (diameter=9mm, 

height=17mm). 

The KyphOs cement exhibited significantly higher compressive strength and 

Young’s modulus than Sr0 and Sr2 (Fig.5.11).  

 
Fig.5.11 - Evaluation of compressive strength of the studied cements 

In this respect, the estimated Young’s modulus after 3 days were EKYPHOS=3.6±0.5 

GPa, ESr0=2.3±0.7 GPa and ESr2=2.6±0.4 GPa. Sr0 and Sr2 cements exhibited a 

porosity extent of ∼48%, resulting significantly higher than KyphOs (∼31%).  

The setting of apatite cements is mainly based on the physical interlocking of 

nanosized CD-HA crystals that heterogeneously nucleate and grow on the surface 

of αTCP grains, with typical flaky- to needle-like morphology and open micron-

sized porosity [8, 10, 22, 23]. In the present work such microstructures were 

observed for the new cements, without significant differences induced by the 
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introduction of strontium (Fig.5.12). Conversely, KyphOs exhibited a more close-

packed microstructure without evidence of elongated particles.  

 

 
Fig.5.12 – Microstructure of the cements after 7 days of immersion at 37 °C in Hank’s 

Balanced solution. a) Sr0, b) Sr2; c) KyphOs. Scale bar = 500nm 
Conversely, KyphOs exhibited a more close-packed microstructure without 

evidence of elongated particles.  

In this respect, considering that no effects related to different amounts of 

strontium can be addressed (Table 1), it can be supposed that the difference in the 

cement microstructure is ascribable to the incomplete transformation of KyphOs 

precursor.  

The in vivo performance of the Sr2 and KyphOs cements were evaluated by 

surgeons of Policlinico Gemelli – Università Cattolica Sacro Cuore (Roma) after 

implantation of Sr2 and KyphOs in 3 New Zealand White (NZW) male rabbits 

(weighing about 3 Kg) for each cement. The tests were conducted with previous 

approval of the institutional Ethical Committee strictly following Italian (Law by 

Decree, 27 January 1992, No.116), European (Directive 86/609/EEC) and 

International Laws and Regulations (ISO 10993-2-Animal Welfare Requirements). 

The cements were implanted according to a previously reported procedure [24-

26]. Briefly, a blind tunnel (diameter = 4 mm; length = 8 mm) was firstly 

aseptically created under fluoroscopic control by a surgical drill in the 

metaepiphyseal distal zone of both femurs, then irrigated with a saline solution 

and filled by injection with the cements. All the procedures were performed under 

general anaesthesia. 

At 4 weeks after surgery, the animals were pharmacologically euthanized with 

intravenous administration of Tanax, under general anaesthesia. The femurs were 
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then harvested and all surrounding soft-tissue was removed. The presence of 

deformities or fractures and the bone-cement interface were investigated. For 

histological analysis, the harvested specimens were fixed in phosphate-buffered 

4% paraformaldehyde and stored at 4° C for 12 hours until processing. Then, the 

specimens were embedded in Technovit 7200, according to the manufacturers 

protocol (Exakt, Germany). Using a saw microtome (Leica Microsystems Srl, Italy), 

three consecutive central sections (30 ± 10 µm) were cut and stained with 

toluidine blue. The region of interest (ROI) was made by tracing over the material 

followed by a 100 pixels increase to include the bone-cement interface. 

The microscopic examination was performed by an optical microscope (Carl Zeiss 

Axioscop 40 equipped with Axiocam ICC 3 Zeiss) and Axiovision 4.8 software.  

Standard terms and nomenclature for bone histomorphometric analysis were 

used, according to [27] (Table 5.III). 
Table 5.III – Terms and nomenclature for histomorphometric analysis 

Parameter Abbreviation Formula 
Material Perimeter M-Pm  
Bone Material Contact Length  BMC-Le  
Bone Pores Length BPo-Le  
Material Diameter M-Dm  
Bone Material Contact Rate BMCR (BMC-Le / M-Pm) x 100  
Bone Penetration Rate Length BPR-Le (BPo-Le / (M-Dm/2)) x100  

  

The histological analysis of the explants at 4 weeks after the injection in vivo 

evidenced a positive interaction of both cements with the surrounding bone tissue, 

without signs of inflammatory processes, fractures or infections. The penetration 

of bone tissue was more evident for Sr2 cement (Fig.5.12 a,c). The histological 

analysis showed enhanced deposition of new bone around Sr2 cement, if 

compared with KyphOs (Fig.5.13 b,d).  
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Fig.5.13 - Optical microscopic view of explanted Sr2 (A,B) and KyphOs (C,D) at 4 weeks after 

implantation. Cements and surrounding bone are indicated with white and black arrows, 
respectively. Scale bars (A,C = 2mm, B,D = 100µm) 

 

In addition, the histomorphometric analysis showed a significantly higher bone 

penetration for Sr2 (Fig.5.14).   

 

 
Fig.5.14 - Histomorphometric results of samples obtained at 4 weeks after implantation 

The XRD analysis of the explanted Sr2 and KyphOs specimens revealed that Sr2 

underwent complete transformation of α-TCP into HA also in vivo, so that only low-

crystallinity HA and unreacted βTCP were detected in the implant site (Fig. 5.15). 

Besides, a significant peak broadening in the HA profile was detected, suggesting a 

decrease in the crystal ordering, particularly when compared with the HA phase 
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obtained after cement soaking for 7 days in Hanks’ solution (see Fig. 5.6). In 

particular, the domain size along (300) direction (i.e. the ab plane) was reduced 

from 19.9±0.7 to 9.6±1.8 nm, whereas along the (002) direction (i.e. the c axis) it 

decreased from 62.9±1.6 to 34.3±2.2 nm. The explanted tissue treated with 

KyphOs showed the presence of low-crystallinity HA phase, but associated with 

significant amount of residual precursor phases that made not possible the 

evaluation of peak broadening.  

 
Fig.5.15 - XRD patterns of explanted Sr2 and KyphOs specimens at 4 weeks after 

implantation. Peaks legend: αTCP(•), βTCP (□), HA (x), SrCO3 (*), Mg3(PO4)2 (○), MgHPO4(+), 
aluminium of the sample-holder support (▲) 

 

Also, SEM analysis of the explants highlighted marked difference in the cement 

morphology (Fig.5.16), thus confirming the findings related to the cements 

microstructure after hardening in vitro (Fig.5.12). 

 

 
Fig.5.16 – Microstructure of Sr2 (a) and KyphOs (b) cements at 4 weeks after implantation in 

vivo (scale bar=5µm) 
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The different morphology of Sr2 and control cement after hardening in vitro was 

confirmed by compositional and morphological analysis of the tissue explants after 

4 weeks in vivo (Fig.5.13 and 5.14). In this respect, complete transformation of 

αTCP into HA was detected for Sr2 (Fig.5.7), associated with a more extensive 

microporosity (Fig.5.12). It can be hypothesized that the more extensive 

transformation of the cement precursors in needle-like HA crystals and the 

presence of a bio-erodible polymer such as alginate, have played a key role in the 

occurrence of discontinuities within the Sr2 cement in vivo, leading to an enhanced 

penetration of bone tissue, if compared with KyphOs (Fig.5.13 and 5.14).  

It can be also hypothesized that the multi-phase composition of the KyphOs 

precursor may have hampered extensive transformation into HA, thus maintaining 

a more compact microstructure and a reduced porosity, while exhibiting a 

significantly higher compressive strength (Fig.5.11). However, such features 

significantly impacted on new bone penetration, possibly limiting the 

osteointegration of the control cement in the surrounding bone. 

In the pursuing of bone regeneration, it is well accepted that the rapid formation of 

a tight bone-cement interface associated with bone penetration is a main goal [28-

30], as well as to prevent the formation of fibrous or necrotic areas into the bone 

defects [31]. Therefore, in spite of a reduced strength, even though acceptable for 

many clinical applications [32], the development of bone cements with open, 

porous microstructure can be considered as a major goal that, particularly in the 

long term, can result into improved bone healing and recovery of mechanical 

functionality. In this respect, deeper investigation are required, particularly with 

longer term in vivo assessment, to clarify this assumption and to ascertain the 

potential of effective bio-resorption. 

It can be also observed that the use of single-phase precursors permits the easy 

tailoring of the amount of strontium introduced in the cement, while improving the 

osteointegration of the material with the surrounding bone. A further optimization 

of the rheological properties may open to the development of a platform of 

bioactive injectable materials with tailored composition and viscosity, with 

perspective of wide applications in different anatomical compartments such as 
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vertebral bodies, tibial plateau, proximal humerus, wrist and calcaneus [33] as well 

as the hip and femoral neck [34]. 

5.2.2 Designing the performance of CPCs  

The effect of the strontium amount as well as milling time and milling media 

diameter on the powder particle size, as well as setting times and compressive 

strength of Sr-containing apatitic bone cements was investigated according to a 

Design of Experiment (DoE) approach. 

A face-centered composite design was used, and the set of experiment reported in 

Table 5.IV was implemented. 
 

Table 5.IV – Design matrix for the experimental design validation conditions and responses. 

Random  
order A B C D50 

(µm) 
Tin  

(min) 
Tfin 

(min) 

5 -1 -1 -1 2.3 13 ± 1 20 ± 1 
9 1 -1 -1 2.2 27 ± 2 58 ± 3 

10 -1 1 -1 1.5 12 ± 1  18 ± 2 
19 1 1 -1 1.4 25 ± 2 56 ± 3 

2 -1 -1 1 4.1 18 ± 3 30 ± 2 
6 1 -1 1 4.3 35 ± 2 74 ± 3 

13 -1 1 1 2.2 16 ± 2 27 ± 2 
7 1 1 1 2.1 34 ± 2 71 ± 4 

15 0 0 0 2.5 21 ± 2 38 ± 1 
17 0 0 0 2.3 22 ± 1 41 ± 3 

3 0 0 0 2.4 20 ± 2 40 ± 4 
12 0 0 0 2.5 19 ± 2 40 ± 2 
18 0 0 0 2.3 20 ± 2 40 ± 3 
14 -1 0 0 2.7 15 ± 2 23 ± 2 

8 1 0 0 2.6 26 ± 2 62 ± 3 
4 0 -1 0 3.1 21 ± 3 48 ± 2  

16 0 1 0 1.9 19 ± 1 45 ± 2 
11 0 0 -1 1.8 16 ± 2 41 ± 2 

1 0 0 1 3.1 23 ± 3 51 ± 2 
 

The planetary ball milling parameters adopted in this activity caused an extensive 

powder comminution, as showed by the low values of D50, if compared with other 

works [35, 36]. 
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During a planetary ball milling treatment, the reduction in powder size and crystal 

order occured by high-energy ball-ball and ball-wall impacts [37, 38], thus leading 

to highly reactive powders upon mixing with aqueous solutions [39, 40]. 

The regression analysis of data is reported in Table 5.V. To maximize the 

responses, the factors with positive coefficients should be increased and those 

with negative coefficients should be decreased. 
 

Table 5.V. Results of the regression analysis of data 

 D50 Tin Tfin 
Coefficient p-value Coefficient p-value Coefficient p-value 

Constant 
A 
B 
C 
AB 
AC 
BC 
A2 
B2 
C2 

2.45 
-0.02 
-0.69 
0.66 
-0.04 
0.04 
-0.31 
0.14 
-0.01 
-0.01 

0.00 
0.61 
0.00 
0.00 
0.39 
0.38 
0.00 
0.06 
0.92 
0.41 

19.86 
7.31 
-0.80 
3.30 
0.00 
1.00 
0.00 
1.32 
0.82 
0.32 

0.00 
0.00 
0.11 
0.00 
0.99 
0.06 
0.98 
0.16 
0.37 
0.72 

41.64 
20.31 
-1.30 
6.00 
0.00 
1.50 
-0.25 
-1.44 
2.56 
2.06 

0.00 
0.00 
0.15 
0.00 
0.99 
0.09 
0.79 
0.38 
0.14 
0.22 

 

As shown, the response were significantly influenced by both the factors and their 

interactions. Considering the coefficients with p<0.10, the regression equation for 

D50, Tin and Tfin are shown in the following equations: 

 

D50 = 2.45 – 0.69B + 0.66C – 0.31BC + 0.14 A2 

Tin = 19.86 + 7.31A + 3.3C + AC 

Tfin = 41.64 + 20.31A + 6C + AC 

 

These equations reflect the quantitative influence of the processing variables. The 

R2 values indicate the percentage of the variation in the response that can be 

explained by varying the factors [41, 42]. 

The statistical analysis for the response showed that the standard error of estimate 

was 0.11 for D50, 1.43 for Tin and 2.21 for Tfin. The R2 values for the observed 

responses were 0.96, 0.94 and 0.95 for D50, Tin and Tfin, respectively, while the 
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respective Q2 values were 0.92, 0.88 and 0.91, thus exhibiting a very good fitting 

quality of the models. 

It was observed that a decrease in D50 was mainly achieved by increasing the 

milling time and decreasing the milling media diameter, probably due to the higher 

surface area exposed by the spheres [9, 43, 44]. A significant reduction in setting 

times was obtained by reducing the strontium content and milling media diameter, 

more than prolonging the milling time (Fig.5.17). A quadratic relationship of the 

strontium content on D50 was also detected. 

 
Fig.5.17 - Pareto charts evaluating the effect of experimental parameters on D50, Tin and Tfin 

 

To investigate the response of the system for combinations not actually run in the 

experiment, 2D contour plots were also generated (Fig.5.18). 

 
Fig.5.18 - Contour plots for the effects of strontium content, milling time and milling media 

diameter on the D50 (top row), initial setting time (middle row) and final setting time 
(bottom row). 
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From the top to the bottom, the rows refer to D50, Tin and Tfin, while the blue and 

red colors refer to lower and higher response values, respectively. The more the 

contour lines diverge from horizontal or vertical trends, the more significant is the 

interaction between the parameters. 

Basing on the results obtained so far, the strontium content and the milling media 

diameter demonstrated to be the most effective parameters in reducing the setting 

times. In this respect, the mechanical performance of the cements obtained by 

mixing powders milled for 100 minutes were also investigated. 

A significant increase of compressive strength was observed by reducing the 

milling media diameter, more than varying the strontium amount (Fig.5.19).  

 

 
Fig.5.19 – Compressive strength of cements 

 

The higher compressive strength was detected for the Sr2 formulations, achieving 

comparable strength to apatite-cement formulations reinforced with fibers [32].  

The reduction of the compressive strength with the increase in strontium content 

should be ascribed both to a non-optimal particles hydrolysis and to the increase 

in the crystals defects due to an excess in the substitution of strontium, as 

previously supposed [45]. 

The overall porosity exhibited by the cements was in the range 35-55%, according 

to the previously reported values for CPCs [46]; a slight porosity decrease occurred 

by using smaller milling media (Table 5.VI). 
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Table 5.VI – Porosity and Young’s modulus of cements with different strontium amounts and 
milling media diameter 

 Porosity (%) Young’s modulus (GPa) 
MMD (mm) MMD (mm) 

1 2 5 1 2 5 
Sr0 45 ± 2 46 ± 3 53 ± 2 2.2 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.6 
Sr2 44 ± 1 42 ± 2 46 ± 2 2.1 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.4 2.0 ± 0.7 
Sr5 44 ± 2 47 ± 2 49 ± 1 1.9 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.4 1.7 ± 0.4 

 

A flaky to needle-like morphology was detected for each formulation (Fig.5.20).  

 
Fig.5.20 – Morphology of the Sr2 cements obtained by powders milled with different milling 

media diameter: (a) 5 mm, (b) 2mm, (c) 1mm. Scale bars: 1 μm 
 

An apparent prevalence of sharp crystals was also appreciated in the cements 

obtained by mixing finer precursor powders, supporting that the formation of 

more packed crystal structures occured in this condition, as previously observed 

[14, 35, 47]. 

5.3 Conclusions 

A novel formulation of strontium-substituted apatitic cement enriched with 

alginate was proposed, exhibiting complete injectability, fast setting and stable 

mechanical performance. An extensive microstructure was shown to enhance the  

bone formation and penetration, thus suggesting that, in spite remarkable 

mechanical strength is required to address load-bearing application, cements with 

a too compact structure may significantly limit the extent of new bone penetration. 

In this respect, the ability to undergo complete transformation into HA phase and 

the presence of a bio-erodible polymer in the cement formulation can be two key 

features relevant for achieving substantial bone regeneration throughout the 

whole injected cement mass. It was also observed that the particle size of 
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precursor powders of CPCs was mainly affected by the milling parameters, while 

the setting times were primarily influenced by the strontium doping. Smaller 

milling media diameter reflected in stronger cements, with extensive interlocking 

of needle-like crystals. On this basis, the present work elucidates the interaction 

effect of some processing parameters of CPCs, in order to overcome the 

technological limitations that are hampering their clinical applications. 
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In the present work, novel biomimetic bone scaffolds addressed to regenerative 

bone surgery have been developed and optimized following three different 

approaches. In summary: 

1) large and macroporous hydroxyapatite scaffolds with controlled pore 

distribution and improved mechanical performance were prepared by a 

novel route based on direct foaming of ceramic suspensions. The 

optimization of this process by the use of a planetary ball mill for the 

powder processing enabled a radical shortening of the process time and 

improvement of the scaffold homogeneity. Such scaffolds can be addressed 

to the regeneration of load-bearing bones, particularly in cranio-

maxillofacial and orthopaedic surgery, where regenerative solutions to 

large bone defects are still lacking. 

2) the fabrication of bioactive complex-shape macro- and micro-porous βTCP-

based scaffolds was achieved by 3D printing. The reported mechanical 

strength was comparable with the typical values of trabecular bone but a 

further tuning of the processing parameters is needed to achieve 

mechanical performance enabling load-bearing applications. In particular, it 

can be envisaged that further powder processing may enable closer packing 

of the ceramic particles, thus leading to improved viscoelasticity of the 

colloidal inks and final mechanical strength. 

3) a novel formulation of injectable, self-setting strontium-substituted apatitic 

bone cement enriched with alginate was prepared, exhibiting promising 

features as injectable bioactive paste for the regeneration of complex-shape 

bony regions such as vertebral bodies or tibial plateau, particularly in the 
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case of degenerative diseases such as osteoporosis. An extensive micro-

porosity was shown to enhance new bone formation and penetration. 

Despite the reported compressive strength can be improved in order to 

adequately withstand the early biomechanical loads upon implantation, the 

new cement can be considered promising for load-bearing applications, as 

the fast penetration of new bone and the subsequent improvement of the 

bone/cement construct mechanical performance can be envisaged, thus 

leading to progressive stabilization of the defect. 

In the last decades, a great deal of research effort has been devoted to the 

preparation of scaffolds able to fulfill all the requirements of chemically active 

surfaces and mimesis of morpho-structural features of bone, both considered as 

necessary to induce effective bone regeneration. However, the regeneration of 

critical size bone defects is still a major challenge in bone tissue engineering. 

Despite further advances are still required to meet the clinical need for load-

bearing bone regeneration, the results of the research conducted in the present 

thesis highlight promising combination of bioactivity, porosity and mechanical 

performance in the developed biomaterials, as well as new strategies to achieve 

more accurate design of the ceramic processing, towards the desired features of 

the final scaffold. 
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